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Meritorious Service Award 
1986 
Hospital operations revolve around thousands of details—a mind-boggling amount of data. It is part of 
what makes a hospital so complex, constantly evolving, and for the people who keep up with it all, 
very challenging. 
With this year's meritorious service award presentation, the importance of information coordination 
was recognized. On May 12, Helene Rogers was presented with the coveted award by David A. Gee, presi- 
dent, at the hospital's 1986 service awards reception. 
Ms. Rogers is the assistant director of medical records, a department described by Mr. Gee as respon- 
sible for documenting all activities involved in a patients' illness, accumulating an information baseline 
for all subsequent medical treatment. "It is also used as a resource for medical research, proper classifica- 
tion of disease and often as the basis for information for suits and other legal actions," said Gee. "This is, 
of course, tremendously important but tends not to be very visible within the hospital. It is one of those 
essential functions which everyone takes for granted." 
Rogers was hired by Jewish Hospital in 1981 as a record administrator. Since then, she has been an 
important influence in what Gee described as a "whole new way of life to medical staff members who 
have been most impacted by recent dramatic changes in healthcare." With the new federal prospective 
pricing system, the medical records department has also had to cope with new forms of reimbursement, 
requirements for whole new classifications of disease and operative procedures, strategies for maximiz- 
ing hospital reimbursement through proper classification of diagnoses, new dimensions of quality assur- 
ance and working with new federal and third party payor organziations. Helene Rogers was placed in a 
leadership position and asked to deal with the new demands," said Gee. "She seized upon it with 
enthusiasm and energy. She organized and developed a team within the medical record department to 
effectively deal with this new way of life and to comply with regulatory matters." 
"In the process, she also became an effective spokesman for the hospital in interpreting these 
matters," Gee added. "In dealing with outside agencies, she has represented the hospital in the most 
effective fashion, often under difficult, ambiguous, and frequently contradictory conditions." 
But the meritorious service award is based as much on an employee's personal contribution as 
professional expertise. It is that extra human dimension that sets them apart. In closing, Gee touched on 
Rogers unique assets. "She has managed everything with good grace and an unfailing sense of humor," he 
observed. "Her unremitting perseverance will undoubtedly be rewarded in heaven. In the meantime, we 
are proud to present her with the 1986 Meritorious Service Award." 
■ 
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THE UPS AND DOWNS      2 
OF MANIC DEPRESSION 
Mood swings, hyperactivity and 
delusions of grandeur are a few 
characteristics of manic depres- 
sion, a mental illness that was 
once considered an extremely 
rare disorder. Although research- 
ers estimate that manic depres- 
sion is now diagnosed in at least 
one percent of the U.S. popula- 
tion, understanding of and prog- 
nosis for this illness is 
continuously improving. 
ARTHRITIS 5 
More than 100 variations of this 
disease have been defined and, 
in many caes, their progressions 
charted, but the causes of most 
remain mysteries. MaryBeth 
Pereira, M.D., a rheumatologist 
and Jewish Hospital director of 
rehabilitation medicine, and 
Steven A. Lauter, M.D., attending 
rheumatologist, provide insights 
into this family of diseases. 
IN SEARCH OF SPECIAL   8 
AGENTS FOR CANCER 
CURES 
Recent research technology has 
given doctors easier access to 
cancer-fighting agents which 
don't involve radiation and in 
many cases don't cause serious 
side effects. Researchers at 
Jewish Hospital have played a 
strong role in the search for 
more agents, as well as the most 
effective uses of these 
compounds. 
ALL THE RIGHT 11 
INGREDIENTS 
The Auxiliary's Spring Luncheon 
was the occasion to announce 
the results of a record-breaking 
fundraising year. It also marked 
the publication of samples from 
the Auxiliary's new cookbook, 
Cooking in Clover II, scheduled 
for release in fall, 1986. Peg 
Bracken, author of the "I Hate 
To Cook Cookbook" and key- 
note speaker, offered a few tips 














ON THE COVER: The search for special cancer-fighting agents 
continues. Jewish Hospital research reveals some likely candidates. 
While combatting bladder cancer with the bacterium BCG, 
researchers report that 70 percent of their patients experience no 
tumor recurrence. In addition, their search has documented the 
appearance of inteleukin 2—another natural cancer-fighting 
agent—in urine specimens of patients receiving BCG. Examine the 
work of these cancer investigators beginning on page 8. 
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Dan Segal was 17 
when he first real- 
ized that he had a 
mental disorder. 
Now, Mr. Segal, 46, thinks 
that the first symptoms prob- 
ably appeared years earlier— 
maybe, he says, when he was 
a young child. Even in his 
first year in elementary 
school, Segal's teacher could 
not understand why her stu- 
dent was struggling with his 
school work. He was obvi- 
ously an unusually bright 
boy, but he could hardly con- 
centrate on his lessons and 
he performed far below his 
scholastic ability. He seemed 
restless, at times hyperactive. 
Segal's problems contin- 
ued throughout his elementary 
and high school education. 
Most of that time he was clas- 
sified as a behavior or atti- 
tude problem. "The advice I 
usually heard in school, and 
throughout my life, was— 
'Why don't you shape up?" 
Or, 'Pull yourself up by the 
bootstraps!'" recalls Segal. 
Segal managed to graduate 
from high school with a D 
grade average and was accepted 
at a small college. But he never 
made it through his first 
semester. That year, Segal had 
his first full-fledged episode 
of manic depressive illness, a 
form of depression—also re- 
ferred to as bipolar affective 
disorder—that is characterized 
by extreme mood swings. 
This particular bout started 
with a severe depression, one 
that eventually incapacitated 
Segal. For weeks he was unable 
to attend classes or study for 
exams. By November, Segal's 
parents decided to withdraw 
him from school and admit 
him to a psychiatric hospital. 
He stayed for 11 months, often 
in a ward with violent patients, 
and underwent 53 treatments 
of insulin/shock therapy over 






by Sharon E. Zaring 
was discharged with the diag- 
nosis emotional disorder, 
probable schizophrenia. 
It would be the first of 
several hospitalizations and 
continued problems over a 
period of nearly 20 years. It 
wasn't until 1968 that Segal 
was actually diagnosed as 
having manic depression. 
Shortly after his diagnosis, 
lithium carbonate, a promis- 
ing new drug that seemed 
effective in stabilizing the dis- 
order, became available and 
Segal began to receive the 
much-needed medication. 
Until the 1960s it was not 
uncommon for manic depres- 
sion to be misdiagnosed. 
According to Theodore 
Reich, M.D., Jewish Hospital 
psychiatrist-in-chief, cases 
like Segal's were typical 
because most psychiatrists in 
the 1950s thought that manic 
depression was an extremely 
rare disorder. "Many cases 
were misdiagnosed as schizo- 
phrenia and patients often 
spent years in institutions," 
says Dr. Reich. 
Largely as a result of efforts 
during the 1960s by Dr. Reich 
and other Washington Uni- 
versity physicians, manic 
depression was studied and 
scientific guidelines for diag- 
nosis were established. "It was 
an important step," he says. 
Lithium was becoming avail- 
able and we were able to pro- 
vide criteria for diagnosis so 
that manic depression could be 
identified in a uniform fashion 
and treated effectively." 
Today, manic depression 
is recognized as a common 
disorder, affecting approxi- 
mately 1 percent of the U.S. 
population. It is character- 
ized chiefly by high and low 
mood disturbances, now 
classified as manic and 
depressive syndromes. 
During manic periods, 
patients display a few or a 
\.\VKVk»»- 
Theodore Reich, M.D., 
psychiatrist-in-chief 
whole spectrum of behaviors. 
Typically, they feel elated or 
extremely irritable for sus- 
tained periods of time. Their 
manic episodes often become 
destructive, and patients may 
go off on buying sprees, drive 
recklessly, or get involved in 
unrealistic business invest- 
ments. Many have inflated 
self-esteem, a decreased need 
for sleep, and show lack of 
concentration and hyperac- 
tivity. In more extreme cases, 
they have grandiose delusions, 
often believing that they have 
a special relationship with 
God or some well-known 
political, religious or celebri- 
ty figure. Manic episodes are 
followed by rapid shifts to 
depression, each lasting 
hours or even days. 
"It's an extraordinary ill- 
ness," says Dr. Reich. "We're 
not sure why but it seems to 
occur in the families of suc- 
cessful or famous people. 
They are often intelligent, 
even brilliant, but their suc- 
cess may have as much to do 
with the fact that they have 
high energy levels as their 
I.Q.s." Such notable figures 
as Vincent Van Gogh, Edgar 
Allen Poe, and Abraham 
Lincoln probably suffered 
from manic depression or 
had severe depressive illness. 
The illness has varying 
degrees of severity. In fact, 
the mildest form, hypomania 
—bipolar II—may not be 
very noticeable. "Hypomania 
won't declare itself so strik- 
ingly," says Dr. Reich. "The 
manias are milder but the 
depressions are still pretty 
deep. When someone is less 
manic, they may not seem to 
have a mental disorder. They 
might be overly optimistic or 
spend too much money. Or 
they may show some bad 
business judgment." 
Although Dr. Reich and 
other psychiatrists have yet 
to pinpoint the cause of manic 
depression, their research 
indicates that manic depres- 
sion runs in families, affects 
equal proportions of men 
and women, and is probably 
due, in part, to genetic factors. 
In a multi-center 14-year 
follow-up and family study of 
depression, sponsored by the 
National Institute of Mental 
Health (NIMH), researchers 
are confirming some widely- 
held views on manic depres- 
sion and discovering new, 
interesting trends. John Rice, 
Ph.D., psychiatry, the local 
principal investigator, and 
researchers from five other 
university medical centers 
have been analyzing 612 
manic depressive patients 
and 2,226 of their relatives. 
One of the most striking 
discoveries of the study is the 
relationship of age to manic 
depression. According to 
their findings, relatives with 
the greatest risk of develop- 
ing manic depression are 
those related to manic 
depressives who had onset of 
the illness at young ages. 
Interestingly, the age of onset 
in manic depression is accel- 
erated with what researchers 
call "birth cohort," or the 
time period of birth, mean- 
ing that manic depressives 
born recently have an earlier 
onset of the illness. For 
instance, the average age of 
onset for individuals born in 
1930 is 34, while the average 
onset for individuals born in 
I960 is 24. Today, manic 
depression is showing up as 
early as adolescence or even 
childhood. The manic epi- 
sodes occur most frequently 
at young ages, but as manic 
depressives age, the propor- 
tion of depression increases. 
For Segal, manic episodes 
occurred primarily during his 
20s and 30s, and were char- 
acterized by irritability, 
depression and—during one 
manic episode—religious 
delusions. "I thought I was 
an instrument of God," he 
recalls. 
In other episodes, Segal 
made plans to become elected 
president or pope. "I felt so 
important," he says. "I 
would look at television 
advertisements and think that 
they had been made for me. 
It was like a return to an 
infantile state. I thought I was 
the center of the universe." 
Unable to hold jobs for 
any length of time because of 
his mood swings, Segal existed 
during that time in what he 
describes as extreme destitu- 
tion; he was picked up once 
by the police for vagrancy 
while he was sleeping on a 
city sidewalk. The jobs he 
did have were menial and 
often ended with him quit- 
ting in a rage, or being fired. 
"I worked one job as a short- 
order cook in a fast-food 
restaurant," Segal recalls. 
"One day I had about a 
dozen hamburgers cooking 
on the grill at the same time. 
My boss came up to me and 
said, 'can you hurry it up a 
little?' 'Sure, I said, I'll hurry 
it up.' I took off my apron, 
threw it on the grill and 
stalked out. Any pressure or 
stress would set me off." 
In other jobs, Segal 
would feel so low that he 
could hardly function. 
"Once when I was working 
in a clerical position for a 
steel company I got so 
depressed I couldn't stay 
awake," he says. That job 
came to an abrupt end. One 
morning after falling asleep at 
his desk, Segal woke to find 
his paycheck and a pink slip 
left under his nose. 
During that time, Segal 
married and had two chil- 
dren. The disease almost tore 
the marriage apart. "The first 
seven years were very diffi- 
cult," says his wife, Delores. 
"It was hard to deal with his 
inconsistent moods, especial- 
ly for the children. They 
used to stand at the window 
watching for Dan every eve- 
ning when it was time for 
him to come home, wonder- 
ing what kind of mood he 
would be in." 
The worst, she says, was 
the financial stress on the 
family. "I was raised in an 
environment in which I always 
DEPRESSION 
down her role in Dan's 
recovery. "I'm no saint," she 
says. "I stayed during the 
worst times because I had 
two children and I didn't 
know where else to go. But 
I'm glad I did," she adds. 
"Seeing him recover has 
been like watching a new 
person unfold. If I had left, I 
would never have known the 
John Rice, Ph.D., mathematician 
had financial security but 
months could lapse without 
Dan having work," she says. 
' "We had to file bankruptcy and 
that really strung me out. For 
the first time I had to scrounge 
for money and deal with 
issues like going on welfare." 
Fortunately, by 1977, Segal 
began to stabilize, largely 
through regular treatment with 
lithium, psychotherapy and 
family support. Segal attrib- 
utes his recovery to "about 
one-half drug treatment, the 
other half to rehabilitation." 
Today, Segal is a computer 
specialist for Security 
Research Associates. "He 
hasn't missed a day of work 
in five years," says Delores. 
Although she was 
extremely loyal (a high per- 
centage of marriages with 
manic depressive spouses 
end in divorce), Delores plays 
real Dan." 
Manic depressives sel- 
dom have to deal with the 
kind of anguish confronted 
by the Segals. With treatment 
and family support, most, 
says Dr. Reich, lead normal, 
productive lives. "But defini- 
tive treatment and prevention 
still require discovery of the 
course of the disease," he adds. 
Presently, Dr. Reich and 
his asssociates are studying 
the white blood cells of manic 
depressives and their families 
because abnormalities in the 
white blood cell membranes 
may reflect genetic abnormal- 
ities in the nervous system. 
They think that brain cells' 
neurotransmitters and recep- 
tors, which transmit messages 
from one brain cell to another, 
play a fundamental part in 
manic depression. "We have 
found that manic depressives 
have a reduced number of a 
kind of receptor whose 
major function is in the ner- 
vous system," says Dr. Reich. 
"We think this discrepancy is 
deeply involved in the biology 
of manic depressive illness." 
In August, Allan Wright, 
M.D., a noted molecular biol- 
ogist from the University of 
Edinburgh, Scotland, will 
join Dr. Reich at Jewish Hos- 
pital. Drs. Wright and Reich 
are interested in a number of 
aspects of manic depression. 
"First, we would like to 
determine the extent to 
which differences on the 
receptors in the white cells is 
a marker for familial illness," 
says Dr. Reich. Once that is 
accomplished, they can focus 
on locating the genes—those 
basic units responsible for 
transmitting hereditary traits 
—that control the number of 
cell receptors. 
If they do that, Dr. Reich 
and his associates may well 
be at the threshold of under- 
standing this strange, but 




In 1980, Dan and 
Delores Segal founded 
the Manic Depressive 
Association of St. Louis, a 
support and educational 
organization for manic 
depressives and their 
families. "From all the 
experiences that we went 
through, we thought it 
was important that this 
type of organization was 
available for people who 
need it," says Ms. Segal, 
executive director. "We 
wanted to share what had 
happened to us and pro- 
vide much-needed 
support. 
The Manic Depressive 
Association holds six 
meetings monthly in four 
St. Louis locations. 
Presently, the organization 
is working with approx- 
imately 900 families. The 
primary focus of the meet- 
ings is to educate families 
on the illness and provide 
support. According to 
Ms. Segal, by increasing 
understanding of this dis- 
order, misconceptions can 
be dispelled and the 
stigma—often still 
attached to manic 
depression—is eased. 
If you or a friend or 
relative could benefit from 
the organization, please 
call the Manic Depressive 
Association, between 




by Jerry H. Sears 
66 W hen people think about 
arthritis, the first things that 
come to their minds are 
aches and pains in joints. 
Arthritis is far more complex 
than this," says MaryBeth 
Pereira, M.D.Jewish Hospital 
director of rehabilitation 
medicine and rheumatolo- 
gist. Inflamation, with pain, 
swelling and warmth in 
affected joints, is evident 
among sufferers of most kinds 
of arthritis. Deformities, such 
as knots on the knuckles and 
knee instability, which can 
result in the buckling of a 
limb while walking, also 
occur. 
"Any one of the many 
kinds of arthritis is an expres- 
sion of any of a variety of 
rheumatic diseases [various 
conditions with pain or other 
symptoms originating in joints 
or related to other elements 
of the muscle and skeletal 
system], each of which can 
have a host of symptoms." 
While most symptoms 
are recognized, causes for 
their occurrence are relatively 
unknown. Although arthritis 
experts understand the pro- 
gression of the diseases, 
specific causes are only 
hypothesized and are being 
investigated. Research has 
found, however, that the dis- 
eases that cause arthritis are 
not limited to the joints, but 
may manifest themselves in 
soft tissues around joints, as 
well as other organs of the 
body. 
Whatever the symptoms 
evident at the time a patient 
is seen, it is not a specific, 
single complaint that leads to 
diagnosis and treatment. 
"The diagnosis of arthritis 
involves recognition of a pat- 
tern of signs and symptoms," 
says Dr. Pereira. "This pattern 
will suggest a particular dis- 
ease." To arrive at an accurate 
diagnosis, a complete medi- 
cal history is taken and 
studied. The physician per- 
forms a physical exam, 
checking for inflammation in 
joints and other tissues, and 
usually x-rays and laboratory 
tests of blood samples, urine 
and fluid removed from joints 
are among the procedures 
performed. The combined 
findings of the tests, x-rays 
and medical history reveal 
the patterns which lead to 
diagnosis of a specific type of 
arthritis which determines 
the appropriate treatment. 
MaryBeth Pereira, M.D. 
Steven A. Lauter, M.D., 
Jewish Hospital attending ' 
rheumatologist, notes that 
the sophisticated diagnosis 
procedures such as blood 
tests are only useful if symp- 
toms are present. He urges 
people not to delay seeking 
diagnosis of pain or swelling 
in joints. "While many 
patients referred to rheuma- 
tologists have some sym- 
ptoms that could be arthritic 
in nature, their discomfort 
may not be related to one of 
these diseases," he says. 
Individualized treatment 
is based on the specific type 
of arthritis and the needs of 
the patient. In most cases, 
prescriptions include medica- 
tion and rehabilitative 
therapy—the drugs selected 
and the amount of therapy 
depends upon the degree of 
the disease's progression at 
the time of diagnosis. Adap- 
tive appliances such as canes 
and splints for affected joints 
may be utilized to provide 
stability to disease-weakened 
parts of the body. 
'Advances made in the 
last 10 to 15 years have great- 
ly aided the diagnosis and 
treatment of patients," notes 
Dr. Lauter. "The development 
of non-steroidal medications, 
new data from research on 
arthritis, the use of 
immunosuppressant drugs, 
new tests for classification ' 
and diagnosing specific kinds 
of arthritis in its early stages, 
and advances in orthopedic' 
surgery each significantly 
improves the lives of arthritis 
patients." 
Variations on a Theme 
Of the many forms of 
arthritis, two illustrate the 
diversity within this group of 
conditions. Osteoarthritis 
and rheumatoid arthritis are 
commonly diagnosed rheu- 
matic diseases. Osteoarthritis 
(degenerative joint disease) 
affects only the joint, 
whereas rheumatoid arthritis 
occurs when the immune 
system turns against various 
parts of the body (an auto- 
immune reaction), especially 
the joints. 
Osteoarthritis involves 
the breakdown of the tissues 
that allow normal joint func- 
tion. In healthy joints, car- 
tilage, a cushiony substance 
that covers the end of each 
bone, acts as a shock absorber 
(see illustration 1). The bones 
in the joint are held together 
by ligaments, which act as 
flexible cables, allowing 
movement in the right 
directions. 
All of these structures 
are enclosed in a capsule, 
lined with a membrane 
which secretes lubricating 
(synovial) fluid, that helps the 
joint function smoothly and 
easily. When osteoarthritis 
develops, the cartilage and 
other joint tissue break 
down, resulting in pain and 
difficulty in movement of the 
affected joint. Illustration 2 
represents a joint affected by 
osteoarthritis. 
Initially, the smooth car- 
tilage surface softens, 
becomes pitted and frays. It 
loses its elasticity and is more 
easily damaged by stress. 
Eventually, large sections of 
cartilage may be worn away 
completely, baring the ends 
of the bones. Without the 
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protection of the cartilage 
with its smooth surface and 
sponginess, added stress is 
applied to the ends of bones 
resulting in microscopic frac- 
tures and pain. 
As the disease progresses, 
the joint may lose its shape 
because the bone ends thick- 
en, forming bony growths, or 
"spurs," where ligaments and 
the joint-enclosing capsule 
attach to the bone. Additional 
fraying of ligaments may 
result in a loosening of the 
joint. Each of these elements 
can create pain when the 
joint is moved. 
While its particular 
causes are not absolutely 
understood, for years it was 
believed that osteoarthritis 
was solely the result of 
normal wear and tear of the 
body's joints. Researchers 
now hypothesize that a wide 
spectrum of factors play key 
roles in the development of 
the disease. This spectrum 
encompasses genetic factors, 
Illustration 1 
A normal joint 
as well as stresses on joints 
caused by injury or abnormal 
formation of bones at birth. 
Many patients with this dis- 
ease have histories of frac- 
tures, or abnormal bone 
structure which results in 
joints that do not align 
properly. In addition, people 
who work "bone-jarring" 
equipment, such as jack- 
hammers, continually stress 
joints, and are at higher risk 
of developing arthritis. 
Once diagnosed, 
patients begin a treatment 
program which may include 
the use of drugs to control 
pain and inflammation, phys- 
ical therapy to strengthen 
muscles that support the 
joints, as well as heat to 
relieve stiff muscles and cold 
compresses to relieve pain. In 
addition, if the case warrants, 
protective devises such as 
splints, canes and walkers are 
recommended to relieve 
pressure on affected joints. 
Education, regarding the 
effects of posture on joints 
and techniques to reduce 
unnecessary joint stress, is 
also employed. 
In rheumatoid arthritis, 
the immune system which 
normally defends the body 
from disease, runs amok, 
turning the body's natural 
anti-infection mechanisms 
against healthy tissue. The 
result can be devastating to 
joints and their surrounding 
soft tissues. Illustration 3 
shows the inflammation of 
the joint capsule lining 
caused by this autoimmune 
reaction. While some scien- 
tists suspect that a virus-like 
element may trigger the 
inflammatory process in 
rheumatoid arthritis, research 
has not confirmed a specific 
cause. 
Genetic factors known 
as HLA-types may predispose 
people to arthritis. HLA-DR4, 
a common genetic marker 
found in approximately one- 
quarter of the general popu- 
lation, is present in many 
rheumatoid arthritis patients. 
"However," notes Dr. Pereira, 
"many people with HLA-DR4 
will never develop rheuma- 
toid arthritis, and since all 
patients with this disease do 
not have this marker, it is 
clearly not the only 
predisposing condition." 
The cardinal symptoms 
Illustration 2 
A joint showing the effects of 
osteoarthritis 
Illustration 3 
A joint showing the effects of 
inflammation in rheumatoid 
arthritis 
of rheumatoid arthritis are 
morning stiffness with swell- 
ing and tenderness in joints, 
often in the same joints on 
both sides of the body (i.e. 
both hands, both shoulders). 
Weight loss, anemia, lumps 
under the skin, inflammation 
\ 
of the eyes and fever may 
also occur, indicating the 
multi-system nature of rheu- 
matoid arthritis. 
The disease may become 
evident following severe 
emotional events, emotional 
strain or shock. While most 
physicians do not believe that 
these stresses cause rheuma- 
toid arthritis, they believe 
them to be aggravators of it. 
When patients find these 
emotional stresses are 
relieved, many find that their 
arthritis is alleviated. 
Rest and exercise, protec- 
tion of the affected joints, 
and medication are frequent- 
ly prescribed in combination 
for victims of rheumatoid 
arthritis. Aspirin or non- 
steroidal anti-inflammatory 
dugs are often used, as are 
corticosteroids, a group of 
drugs related to cortisone, a 
natural hormone produced 
the body's adrenal glands. 
Long-term relief is sometimes 
found in the use of gold salts, 
penicillamine or anti-malarial 
drugs. 
Steven A. Lauter, M.D. 
Surgery, an option for 
patients with significant dis- 
abilities, is often the last resort. 
According to Dr. Pereira, total 
replacement of damaged 
joints may provide selected 
patients with renewed inde- 
pendence, but it is not the 
answer for everyone. 
Other Causes, Other Forms 
Another autoimmune 
disease, systemic lupus 
erythematosis, is somewhat 
selective in its victims. While 
not limited to women of 
child-bearing age, the inci- 
dence of lupus is highest in 
this group. The disease 
affects multiple parts of the 
body, with patients 
experiencing arthritis, muscle 
pain, blood abnormalities, 
kidney problems and skin 
rashes, among other 
ailments. 
In this, as in other rheu- 
matic conditions, prescrip- 
tions for treatment are 
individualized to the symp- 
toms of the patient. The ini- 
tial therapeutic approach is 
suppression of inflammation 
by medication such as cor- 
ticosteroids. The judicious 
use of rehabilitative services 
such as heat and exercises 
may also provide significant 
relief. 
Other forms of arthritis, 
known as crystalline diseases, 
have known causes. Crystals 
deposited in joints by the 
bloodstream are the instiga- 
tors of the source of discom- 
fort in gout and pseudo-gout, 
each a chronic disease, distin- 
guished by the type of initiat- 
ing crystal deposit. 
Uric acid crystals, by- 
products of the breakdown 
of purines, a common ele- 
ment found in many foods, 
cause the irritation and 
inflammation in gout, and a 
deposit of calcium- 
containing crystals in the 
joints leads to pseudo-gout. 
"Contrary to popular belief," 
says Dr. Lauter, "these are not 
diseases associated with 'high 
living.' " 
In either case, the crys- 
tals irritate the interior of the 
joint and cause inflammation. 
Both diseases are character- 
ized by bursts of flaring pain 
which begin with little warn- 
ing. In gout, the pain 
experienced in early episodes 
of crystaline diseases often 
dissipates in two weeks, but 
as the deposits built up, the 
periods of discomfort 
become protracted. New 
flare-ups can occur when 
deposits, resting beside a 
joint, are released into the 
interior of the joint. This 
release of crystals may be 
precipitated by trauma or 
rapid chemical changes in the 
body. 
Each form of crystalline 
arthritis is considered a 
chronic disease, but through 
the appropriate use of medi- 
cations, symptoms can be 
controlled. Acute attacks are 
treated with anti-inflammatory 
agents; prompt improvement 
is usually observed. Once the 
patient is stabilized, measures 
to prevent further occur- 
rences are taken. In gout, this 
phase of treatment involves 
administering medications to 
control the formation of 
crystals and to stop the devel- 
opment of inflammation. 
Patients diagnosed and 
being treated for arthritis can 
and should keep abreast of 
current, valid treatment 
procedures. "There are few 
groups of people as exploited 
by worthless or harmful 
treatments as arthritis vic- 
tims," notes Dr. Pereira. An 
advertised promise of a quick 
and permanent relief is often 
subscribed to by patients and 
their families, in spite of the 
fact that it sounds too good 
to be true. "People with these 
diseases should find a physi- 
cian in whom they trust, and 
follow their doctor's advice," 
she counsels. "If a cure 
sounds too good to be true, it 
probably is." ■ 
For a referral to a Jewish 
Hospital-affiliated rheuma- 
tologist, ask your physician 
or call the Doctors Choice 
physician referral service at 
454-8180 (1-800-822-1201 








by Steve Mainer 
^f ■ ecent findings in 
m^F cancer research are 
MB. allowing some vic- 
JL. ^^tims of the disease 
to muster hope in what previ- 
ously seemed like hopeless 
situations. Studies involving 
new forms of treatment have 
decreased the incidences of 
tumor recurrence and sur- 
gery. In some of the newer 
treatments, which don't 
involve radiation, the side 
effects are often no harsher 
than a mild fever and chills. 
"The reason treatment 
methods have blossomed so 
much in the past five years is 
the recombinant DNA tech- 
nology," says Timothy Ratliff, 
Ph. D., Jewish Hospital director 
of urologic research. Recom- 
binant DNA technology allows 
researchers to extract genes 
from cells, which are then 
inserted into bacteria. The 
process enables doctors to 
produce and purify lympho- 
kines, which are hormone-like 
substances, in great quantities. 
These lymphokines, under 
certain circumstances, inhibit 
tumor growth. "Before, we 
had to work with very small 
quantities of crude prepara- 
tions that contained all kinds 
of lymphokines, only some 
of which were known to us. 
We never knew what was 
causing the tumor responses 
that we were observing." 
Before harnessing re- 
combinant DNA technology, 
researchers were unable to 
produce lymphokines in high 
8 
enough concentrations to 
effectively combat tumor 
growth. "The normal cell 
doesn't produce much. So 
the production problem was 
with us for a long time," ex- 
plains Dr. Ratliff. "When the 
recombinant DNA technology 
evolved, it eliminated some 
of those problems. At least it 
allowed us to produce enough 
to study and, where applica- 
ble, begin treating patients." 
Bucillus Calmette-Guerin 
(BCG), the most proven form 
of treatment included in the 
group known as immunothera- 
peutics, is actually a bacterium, 
rather than a lymphokine. 
BCG is also different from 
other forms of immunothera- 
peutic treatments because it 
was uncovered in the early 
1900s, more than 50 years 
before researchers discovered 
interferon, the first immuno- 
logical agent used to treat 
cancer patients. 
BCG is a non-disease- 
producing strain of the bacte- 
rium that causes tuberculosis. 
Until recently it was used 
mainly for vaccination against 
the disease. While the bac- 
terium has received approval 
from the Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration for tuberculosis 
immunization, like other forms 
of immunotherapy treatment 
agents, it hasn't been 
approved for general use in 
the battle against cancer. 
Investigative drug licenses 
enable Jewish Hospital doctors 
to administer immunotherapy 
treatments in specific cancer 
cases. William J. Catalona, 
M.D., chief of the division of 
urology at Washington Uni- 
versity School of Medicine, 
oversees Jewish Hospital's 
urologic cancer human treat- 
ment studies. The use of BCG 
therapy at Jewish Hospital 
has focused on treatment of 
bladder cancer, which afflicts 
more than 38,000 people 
each year, making it the 
second most common uro- 
logic disease following 
cancer of the prostate. 
BCG therapy was first 
used in the treatment of can- 
cer 18 years ago, when a 
French oncologist discovered 
that leukemia patients 
responded favorably to the 
tuberculosis vaccine. After 
extensive research, but few 
positive results, BCG cancer 
treatment experienced a lull 
until 1976, when a Canadian 
urologist focused his studies 
on bladder cancer. 
Since then, BCG has 
been credited with causing 
regression of established 
bladder tumors and pre- 
vention of tumor recur- 
rence. Of the more than 
100 patients treated in 
Jewish Hospital BCG 
studies, 70 percent have 
experienced no recur- 
rence, and one of the hos- 
pital's first BCG patients has 
not developed tumors since 
treatment four years ago. 
"That's a long-term 
response for this dis- 
ease," notes Dr. Ratliff. 
Before BCG therapy was 
used, many patients 
required removal of the 
bladder, which often resulted 
in impotence among males. 
Other treatment protocols re- 
quired surgery through the 
uretha to periodically remove 
tumors as they appeared. "So 
BCG has eliminated some of 
the morbidity involved with 
treating these patients," says 
Dr. Ratliff. "They greatly 
appreciate it." 
- 
Transurethal removal of 
tumors is still required before 
administering BCG in most 
cases, but the need for blad- 
der removal has been greatly 
reduced. Two weeks after 
surgery, the treatments begin, 
with BCG instilled through a 
catheter leading directly into 
the bladder. Patients receive 
from six to 18 weekly treat- 
ments on an outpatient basis 
and side effects are minimal— 
usually a mild fever and chills, 
to be cloned in 1981. Three 
major classes of interferon 
have been identified since 
then: IFN-a, or alpha; IFN-/3, 
beta; and IFN-7, gamma. IFN-a 
includes 15 subtypes, but 
IFN-/3 and IFN-7 each have 
only one subtype. Jewish 
Hospital studies have shown 
that both interferon-beta and 
gamma inhibit bladder 
tumors in mice, with gamma 
being the most effective 
tumor-fighting agent. 
Timothy Ratliff, Ph.D., uses a 
microscope to count LAK cells. 
or discomfort resembling a 
mild bladder infection, says 
Dr. Ratliff. 
Activating Other Agents 
While working with BCG, 
researchers have discovered 
that the bacterium activates 
the release of two other agents 
—interferon and interleukin-2 
—which also are used in 
cancer immunotherapy 
Interferon was discov- 
ered in 1957, but its use as a 
cancer-treating agent has be- 
come most valuable since it 
became the first lymphokine 
Jewish Hospital has been 
involved in the pre-clinical 
animal studies on interferon. 
One such study demonstrated 
that IFN-a2, a subtype of IFN-a, 
inhibits tumor growth in cer- 
tain kidney cancer cases and its 
effects were even stronger 
when combined with difluoro- 
methylornithine (DFMO), a 
chemical compound. DFMO 
showed no significant effect 
when administered alone, but 
when combined with IFN-a2, 
the two agents inhibit tumor 
growth in tests conducted in 
vitro as well as in vivo, where 
tumors are implanted in mice. 
"In some areas, inter- 
ferons are being combined 
with chemotherapy and 
there's some indication that 
this may be effective," 
explains Dr. Ratliff. "But 
we're really still investigating 
that. It's really very prelimi- 
nary so I don't know that its 
effect is uniform." 
Dr. Ratliff and his associ- 
ates are presently studying the 
effects of IFN-a2 on human 
bladder cancer patients. In 
another study, Jewish Hospital 
researchers focused their atten- 
tion on the effects of IFN-7 in 
treating human victims of 
kidney cancer, which claims 
8,000 lives per year. For years, 
surgery has been the only 
means of effectively managing 
kidney cancer—the third most 
common urologic disease— 
with chemotherapy provid- 
ing no significant increase in 
survival, says Dr. Ratliff. 
In the kidney cancer 
study, interferon was admin- 
istered intravenously to eight 
patients for five consecutive 
days—every other week—for 
one month, followed by treat- 
ments three times a week— 
every other week—for a 
minimum of six months. Two 
of the patients experienced 
partial responses. 
Researchers here are pre- 
paring for another interferon 
study to be conducted this 
summer. Kidney cancer pa- 
tients will be treated with 
IFN-a, IFN-7, and a combina- 
tion of both. "There have 
been numerous studies that 
show that the combination 
of alpha and gamma really is 
far superior to either alone," 
says Dr. Ratliff. 
Expensive Therapy 
A very expensive form of 
immunotherapy involves the 
use of a lymphokine known 
as interleukin-2. Late last year, 
The New England Journal of 
Medicine released the results 
of the first experiment in 
which the treatment was 
used on humans. 
The treatment was devel- 
oped at the National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) and is so com- 
plex and time-consuming 
that it can be given to only 
four patients at a time. 
According to Dr. Ratliff, the 
elaborate monitoring equip- 
ment and the large amounts 
of interleukin-2 required for 
treatment are responsible for 
the expense, which can reach 
five-figure amounts for one 
patient. 
In the treatment, doctors 
remove white blood cells from 
a cancer patient and incubate 
them in test tubes with inter- 
leukin-2, which primes the 
cells to kill cancerous cells. 
Doctors have labeled these 
cells lymphokine-activated 
killer, or LAK, cells. The cells 
are then put back into the pa- 
tient's bloodstream and are 
bolstered further with injec- 
tions of interleukin-2. In 
previous tests, where patients 
received LAK cells alone and 
interleukin-2 alone, none of 
the test subjects experienced 
positive responses. 
In the NCI study, 
researchers—led by Steven A. 
Rosenberg, M.D.—tested the 
technique on 25 patients with 
advanced, spreading cancer 
which had failed to respond to 
commonly-prescribed treat- 
ment methods. "There's 
nothing else to offer, so a pa- 
tient in that position is always 
the patient who is initially 
asked to participate in phase- 
one type studies," says Dr. 
Ratliff. "In very few instances 
will phase-one toxicity-type 
studies actually result in sig- 
nificant tumor regression." 
In 11 people with four 
different types of cancer, the 
tumors shrank more than 50 
percent. All three kidney 
cancer patients in the study 
experienced improvement. 
One patient's kidney cancer 
had spread to his lungs, but 
after the treatment, dozens of 
tumors disappeared, and the 
remaining growths shrank 
dramatically. 
In addition to the cost- 
liness and extensive time 
consumption, interleukin-2 
treatment carries harsh side 
effects. Weight gain due to 
fluid retention tops the list, 
which includes malaise, fever, 
chills, nausea or vomiting, 
diarrhea, rash and anemia. 
Late in the course of inter- 
ior. Ratliffjoins fellow 
researchers in his opti- 
mism toward the future 
of these lymphokines 
and other forms of 
immunotherapy, but 
patience is also a key 
ingredient in his work. 
"I feel that the intro- 
duction and use of 
these products 
produced by the body 
will lead to some 
significant treatments. 
It 'sjust going to be a 
matter of time and a 
matter of testing these 
compounds." 
leukin-2 administration, fluid 
retention often resulted in 
shortness of breath in 20 of 
the 26 NCI study partici- 
pants, Dr. Ratliff notes. 
In many patients, the 
administration of therapy was 
limited by the toxicity of 
interleukin-2, and researchers 
believe greater anti-tumor 
effects might occur if larger 
doses of interleukin-2 could 
be administered. Dr. Ratliff 
SPECIAL AGENTS 
points out that the practicali- 
ty and safety of administering 
the therapy to large numbers 
of patients is still the ques- 
tion. Fine tuning the treat- 
ment variables, including 
proper dosage and combina- 
tions of compounds, requires 
years of study. 
"It just takes too long to 
determine that something is 
proven effective. It takes years 
of human study," Dr. Ratliff 
explains. "A prime example is 
the Rosenberg research. It's 
going to be 10 years before we 
know for sure that that's a cure. 
Even then there will be some 
element of doubt because we'll 
wonder whether we're treating 
the patients appropriately." 
An important Jewish 
Hospital contribution to 
interleukin-2 research involved 
the detection of the lympho- 
kine in the urine of bladder 
cancer patients receiving 
BCG therapy. Data showed 
that patients in whom BCG 
eliminated malignant cells, or 
who remained tumor-free after 
therapy, produced higher 
levels of interleukin-2 than 
patients who failed to 
respond to BCG therapy. 
Researchers concluded 
that the presence of inter- 
leukin-2 during BCG injec- 
tion into the bladder may be 
associated with the tumor- 
exhibiting action of the bac- 
terium. "This finding is just 
sort of a marker that suggests 
that most of these lymphokines 
are produced in response to 
BCG," explains Dr. Ratliff. 
While interleukin-2 
research offers another avenue 
of kidney cancer research, 
Dr. Ratliff foresees few chances 
that it will be effective for 
prostate cancer victims. "The 
problem with prostate cancer 
is that it spreads primarily to 
the bone. LAK cell anti-tumor 
activity is primarily soft tis- 
sue treatment," he says. 
Research technician Rita Reusing 
sorts LAK cells for use in 
animal experiments. 
"There really would be some 
question about its effective- 
ness in prostate cancer." 
Dr. Ratliff and his col- 
leagues are hopeful that work 
with even more experimental 
lymphokines will further aid 
cancer treatment. Tumor 
necrosis factor and lympho- 
toxin are two such agents 
that are very similar. These 
substances are undergoing 
phase-one trials, so solid 
evidence of their effective- 
ness is lacking. 
Dr. Ratliff joins fellow 
researchers in his optimism 
toward the future of these 
lymphokines and other 
forms of immunotherapy, but 
patience is also a key ingredi- 
ent in his work. "I feel that 
the introduction and use of 
these products produced by 
the body will lead to some 
significant treatments. It's 
just going to be a matter of 
time and a matter of testing 
these compounds," he says. 
The testing process takes 
years and researchers are cau- 
tious of jumping to prema- 
ture conclusions. "I think 
interferon is really a prime 
example," Dr. Ratliff says, 
explaining that shortly after 
it was cloned, interferon 
appeared on the cover of 
Time magazine and the pub- 
lic was convinced that it was 
a miracle cancer cure. "What 
we found, after testing this 
compound, is that it does 
have some effect and it will 
eventually* be approved by 
the FDA for leukemia treat- 
ment. It may be approved for 
other cancers. So there is a 
place for it." 
The Jewish Hospital 
researcher feels that much of 
immunotherapy's future will 
involve the combination of 
lymphokines. "If you look at 
chemotherapeutic regimens, 
most of those involve multi- 
ple compounds. That's the 
phase we're getting into," Dr. 
Ratliff says. ' 'As we find more 
compounds to combine, 
hopefully that's where we're 
going to find the most effec- 
tive cures." ■ 
*Just before presstime 
for this issue o/2l6, the FDA 
approved the use of inter- 
feron for leukemia treatment. 
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All the Right 
Ingredients 
7"^ his year's Auxiliary- 
Spring Meeting was 
the culmination of a 
year of record- 
breaking efforts by its mem- 
bers. The fund-raising and 
volunteer organization sur- 
passed endeavors of past years 
with its presentation of checks 
totaling S455.990.52 and 
another representing 67,984 
hours of volunteer service to 
the hospital. These contribu- 
tions represented a 39 per- 
cent increase in fundraising 
and a 22 percent increase in 
volunteer hours during 1985. 
The meeting, luncheon and 
fashion show, co-chaired by 
Phyllis Langsdorf (Mrs. Ken- 
neth) and Barbara Weil (Mrs. 
Paul P.), was held on April 16 
at the Adam's Mark Hotel. 
"With all the changes 
there have been in health 
care in recent years, there has 
been one constant: the stead- 
fast support of the Auxiliary 
and all their services, espe- 
cially the volunteers and the 
extra dimension of human 
warmth that they give to the 
hospital," said David A. Gee, 
hospital president, as he 
accepted the donations. 
"Their dedication and caring 
help make Jewish Hospital a 
truly caring institution." 
Esther Blumoff, Auxiliary 
president, thanked the mem- 
bers for their help in fund 
raising and for their guidance. 
"The past year has been a 
time of learning for me and 
you have always been there 
for me," she noted. "I am 
grateful for this opportunity 
to be involved in so many 
diversified programs." 
Peg Bracken, author of 
the I Hate To Cook Cookbook, 
was this year's guest speaker. 
Ms. Bracken congratulated 
the Auxiliary on their own 
efforts in culinary publishing, 
referring to the success of the 
Auxiliary's cookbook, Cook- 
ing In Clover, which is now 
Above: David 












Pictured, left to right, Barbara Weil, author Peg 
Bracken, and Phyllis Langsdorf (Mrs. Kenneth). 
Left: Auxilians 
were treated 
to a fashion 
show during 
the luncheon 
at the Adam's 
Mark Hotel. 
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in its fifth printing. Its sequel 
Cooking In Clover II, is 
scheduled for publication in 
fall, 1986. "It takes nerve to 
put out a cookbook now," 
noted Bracken. "There have 
never been so many of them." 
At a recent trip to a 
bookstore Bracken said she 
was amazed by the variety of 
cookbooks. "Every type of 
food has its own book," 
Bracken noted. "Whether it's 
/, 001 Asparagus Tips, or 
Parsnips Around the World. " 
Bracken pointed out that 
even with all the changes in 
women's roles, cooking is 
here to stay. "Personally, my 
standard position on cooking 
is that it should be done lying 
on the sofa with your feet 
up," she quipped, referring 
to her well-known preference 
for easy recipes. 
"To a degree, I think 
women will always be 
responsible for life's little 
comings and goings," she 
added. "They will be respon- 
sible for getting meals on the 
table. That's what civilization 
is all about. We who write 
cookbooks have an honest 
and important part in the 
scheme of things. I wish you 
continued success." 
Auxiliary officers and 
directors were also installed 
at the luncheon. They are 
Margie Horowitz (Mrs. Merle), 
vice president membership 
services; Robyn Loomstein- 
Mintz, vice president, volun- 
teer services; Rosalie Chod 
(Mrs. Leonard), treasurer; 
Carol Jones (Mrs. Robert E.), 
assistant treasurer; Norma 
Cherry (Mrs. Marvin), record- 
ing secretary; and Esther 
Spitzer (Mrs. S. Barney), assis- 
tant recording secretary. 
Directors installed were 
Joanne Abell (Mrs. John P., 
Jr.); Sharon Rosenblum (Mrs. 
Jeffrey A.); and Pam Toder 
(Mrs. Craig). ■ 
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LIFEGUARD WNCHTIME LECTURES 
An important part of 
the Jewish Hospital 
wetlness program 
known by the 
umbrella title LIFEGUARD, 
is the ongoing series of 
lunchtime lectures. Address- 
ing topics related to health 
and staying healthy, the series 
is open to employees, visitors 
and patients who are able to 
leave their floors. Each issue 
o/2l6 will bring you high- 
lights of recent lectures. 
Premenstrual syndrome 
(PMS), osteoporosis and 
cancer are three major health 
obstacles facing women today, 
but measures can be taken to 
help avoid or overcome these 
ailments, according to Diana 
Gray, M.D., Jewish Hospital 
obstetrician / gynecologist. 
"There are many things that 
impact on our lives on a daily 
basis that we don't have con- 
trol over, but If we can take 
control of certain aspects of 
our health, 1 think we can 
cope better with the stresses 
they cause," Dr. Gray told lis- 
teners at the April 2 LIFE- 
GUARD Lunchtime Lecture 
on "Women's Health Issues." 
PMS symptoms strike 
monthly, affecting 70 to 90 
percent of women in the 
reproductive years, signifi- 
cantly disrupting the normal 
functions of 20 to 40 percent 
and incapacitating 5 percent. 
PMS symptoms occur by def- 
inition after ovulation, two 
weeks prior to menstruation. 
Dr. Gray suggests that 
women keep a menstrual 
diary to diagnose symptoms. 
Symptoms can be divided 
into two categories—psycho- 
logical or somatic, Dr. Gray 
said. Psychological symptoms 
include excessive fatigue, irri- 
tability, depression, aggressive- 
ness and increased appetite. 
Somatic symptoms include 
bloating, headaches, consti- 
pation and breast swelling 
and tenderness. "You can see 
that it's a very significant 
problem," Dr. Gray said. 
"Unfortunately we don't 
have a cure at this time." 
Theories as to the etiology 
of PMS involve psychogenic, 
hormonal or central nervous 
system causes. Many treat- 
ments have been advocated— 
including prescribing lithium 
for depression or diuretics 
for water retention —but the 
best treatment to date, ac- 
cording to Dr. Gray, seems to 
be altering diet and lifestyle. 
These changes involve 
limiting salt, alcohol and 
caffeine intake in the premen- 
strual phase of the cycle, as 
well as eating smaller meals at 
more frequent intervals. In- 
creased intake of vitamin B6 
(pyridoxine), magnesium, 
zinc and vitamin E are some- 
times prescribed, but Dr. Gray 
warned against beginning 
such treatments without con- 
sulting a physician. She also 
cited regular aerobic exercise 
as one of the most effective 
forms of treatment. Effective 
exercises include brisk walk- 
ing, running, bicycling, 
swimming, dancing and 
cross-country skiing. 
Another prominent 
women's health problem is 
osteoporosis, a reduction in the 
quality of bone or atrophy of 
skeletal tissue. In the United 
States, half of all women will 
suffer vertebral compression 
fractures by age 75. Hip frac- 
tures occur in 120,000 post- 
menopausal women yearly, 
and one-fifth of those victims 
will die within three months 
from complications resulting 
from the ailment, according 
to Dr. Gray. Such statistics 
illustrate the serious need for 
women to devote more atten- 
tion to bone health practices 
early in life, she said. 
Dr. Gray suggested a 
high intake of dairy products 
and green, leafy vegetables. 
Calcium supplements are 
important for women who 
experience lactose intolerance 
or don't care for dairy prod- 
ucts, and vitamin D improves 
calcium absorption rates. 
Weight-bearing forms of exer- 
cise—such as walking, cycling 
and running—also increase 
bone density. "The more bone 
tissue you lay down at an early 
age, the lower the chances of 
having osteoporosis in the 
later years," Dr. Gray said. 
Regular general physical 
examinations, including yearly 
pelvic cancer screening, also 
should be priorities for 
women. Dr. Gray said the pap 
smear, done on a routine basis 
during an annual pelvic exam, 
has contributed to the longer 
lifespan of today's women. 
While cervical cancer rates 
for American women have 
declined to 15 of every 100,000 
whites and 34 of every 
100,000 blacks, Dr. Gray cau- 
tioned that breast and lung 
cancer remain prevalent. 
For years breast cancer 
has been the most common 
cancer causing death among 
women in this country— 
striking one out of 11 today— 
but with more females smok- 
ing, lung cancer is close 
behind. "The outlook for 
breast cancer is not great at 
this time," Dr. Gray said. 
Later she added, "the one 
thing that you should do for 
yourself to improve your 
health status is quit smoking." 
Regular breast examina- 
tions by a physician, as well 
as a monthly self-screening 
program, are important in 
breast cancer detection. The 
American Cancer Society sug- 
gests yearly mammograms after 
age 50 and a baseline mam- 
mogram sometime between 
age 35 and 50. Besides smok- 
ing, obesity and high dietary 
fat intake are prominent can- 
cer risk factors. Dr. Gray 
warned against dining at fast- 
food restaurants frequently, 
which she described as "doing 
a disservice to ourselves." 
She again cited exercise 
as a means of improving 
overall health. "I don't know 
if I can emphasize enough 
how much better you will 
feel if you undertake a pro- 






A GALA FETE—There 
were smiles galore, warm 
greetings and happy reunions 
as more than 150 members, 
past and present, of the Jewish 
Hospital Medical Staff were 
honored at a reception, on 
April 22, in the hospital's 
Brown Room. A large floral 
arrangement (by the Clover 
Garden) placed in a medical 
bag, set the theme of the 
event. An international flavor 
was introduced by the buffet, 
which featured ethnic foods 
of seven countries, artistically 
presented by the catering 
division of the hospital's food 
service. 
The event provided 
recognition of 154 physicians 
who have served the hospital 
for 25 or more years. In the 
photo above, one of the phy- 
sicians recognized, Raymond 
Charnas, M.D., receives a 
boutonniere from Dottie Nau- 
man, medical staff assistant. 
Hospital president David A. 
Gee announced the installa- 
tion of a plaque, inscribed 
with all 154 names, hung near 
the Medical Staff Lounge on 
the first floor. 
The evening's activities 
also included the presenta- 
tion to the medical staff of the 
annual Board of Directors' 
gift, by Harold G. Blatt, chair- 
man. Marvin Mishkin, M.D., 
president of the Medical Staff 
Association, accepted the gift, 
a check which provides fund- 
ing for continuing medical 
education seminars for the 
coming year. 
Rose Boyarsky, Ph.D., 
was a panel presenter at a semi- 
nar on sexuality for the St. Louis 
Chapter of the Multiple Sclerosis 
Society, at Central Presbyterian 
Church, St. Louis, on April 20. 
WilliamJ. Catalona, M.D., 
presented post-graduate courses, 
"The Nerve-Sparing Modification 
of the Radical Prostatectomy," 
and "The Role of the Kock Pouch 
and Carney Enterocystoplasty in 
Urinary Diversion," at the Medi- 
cal University of South Carolina, 
at Charleston, February 28. In 
March, following a visiting pro- 
fessorship at Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, he 
attended the 100th Annual Meet- 
ing of Genitourinary Surgeons 
and presented a paper, "Risk- 
Benefit Ratio of Intravesical BCG 
Therapy for Superficial Bladder 
Cancer." At the American Can- 
cer Society's National Confer- 
ence on Urologic Cancer, held in 
April, Dr. Catalona addressed 
"The Role of Staging in Urologic 
Cancer—Operative Staging." He 
co-authored articles for publica- 
tion in the Journal of Urology: 
"Prognostic Value of Purified 
Protein Derivative Skin Test and 
Granuloma Formation in Patients 
Treated with Intravesical BCG" 
(J.Urol. 135:268,1986), and "High 
Resolution Sonography in Diag- 
nosing Testicular Neoplasms: 
Clinical Significance of False 
Positive Scans" (J.Urol. 135:489, 
1986). In addition, he authored 
chapters for two texts, Carcinoma 
of the Prostate—Clinical Stage C, 
Current Urologic Therapy, W. B. 
Saunders Co., Philadelphia, and 
Immunology of Carcinoma of 
the Prostate: Fact or Fancy, The 
Prostate, Butterworth and Com- 
pany, London. 
Murray Chinsky, M.D., 
attended the national conven- 
tion of Phi Delta Epsilon Interna- 
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tional Medical Fraternity, April 
15-20, in Louisville, Kentucky. 
He was appointed Secretary of 
the Board of Trustees, 1986-1987. 
Marshall L. Fay, M.D., 
attended a conference, Update 
on Obstetrical Anesthesia at the 
University of California, San 
Francisco, February 28-March 2. 
Jack Hartstein, M.D., 
served on the faculty of the 
22nd Annual Spring Meeting of 
the Pittsburgh Ophthalmology 
Society and the Department of 
Ophthalmology, University of 
Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 
April 11 and 12. 
Godofredo Herzog, M.D., 
authored "Menstrual Issues in 
Eating Disorders," for New 
Directions for Mental Health, 
1986. 
MlchaelJ. Isserman, M.D., 
has been installed as President of 
the St. Louis Ophthalmological 
Society. He was interviewed on 
Channel 2 regarding the National 
Eye Care Project, designed by 
the American Academy of 
Ophthalmology. 
Nicholas C. Kamakas, 
M.D., is a recipient of the Ameri- 
can Academy of Pediatrics Fel- 
lowship Award. 
Sidney Kasper, Ph.D., 
spoke to members of the St. 
Louis Psychological Association 
on February 14. His topic was 
"Ethical Dilemmas for the Prac- 
ticing Psychologist." 
Ira J. Kodner, M.D., and 
Robert D. Fry, M.D., published 
"Anal-Rectal Disorders" in Clini- 
cal Symposia/CIBA, vol.37, no.6, 
1985. 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
GRADUATION—Members of 
the 82nd graduating class of 
the Jewish Hospital School of 
Nursing savored the fruition 
of a major goal at May 17 
ceremonies held at Temple 
Israel in St. Louis County. 
Elizabeth Hamilton, 
president of the graduating 
class, fought back tears as she 
thanked her peers and par- 
ents for their support during 
her undergraduate years. "So 
here we are at graduation, a 
happy time to celebrate, but 
also a sad time in a way. We'll 
all be going our separate 
ways," Ms. Hamilton said. 
"We've completed this goal 
we set out to accomplish 
three years ago. Now we must 
set new goals." 
Marvin R. Mishkin, M.D., 
president of the Jewish 
Hospital Medical Staff Associ- 
ation praised the 74 graduates 
on their perserverance. "The 
medical staff is proud of the 
Jewish Hospital School of 
Nursing," he said. "Only you 
students know how much 
hard work, sacrifice and 
burning of the midnight oil it 
took to get here," he said. 
"Congratulations." 
Harold G. Blatt, chair- 
man of the Jewish Hospital 
Board of Directors, stressed 
the importance of the role 
performed by nurses. He told 
the graduates that nursing 
care is addressed often—and 
usually in positive terms—in 
his board experiences. "You 
can make a difference," he 
said. "You can make health 
care better." 
Jewish Hospital President 
David A. Gee complimented 
the graduates, while adding 
praise for School of Nursing 
faculty members. "It's not by 
accident that Jewish Hospital 
nurses are the best in their 
fields," he said. Mr. Gee also 
recognized Edna Malen, R.N., 
a 1936 School of Nursing 
graduate, who was attending 
her 53rd consecutive 
graduation. 
The graduates, 67 women 
and seven men, received their 
pins from Susan Graves, R.N., 
BSN, M.A., director of the 
School of Nursing. Ms. Graves 
also presented a special award 
to Rita Rutledge, who retired 
in January after working 31 
years as registrar for the 
School of Nursing. 
Two members of the 
graduating class and two 
members of the second-year 
class earned Franc Honor 
Awards, presented by Mrs. 
Harry L. Franc. Martha Jones 
and Elizabeth Pardee each 
received a $200 bond for 
ranking first in their class at 
the completion of first-level 
courses; Pam Yadro received 
a $100 bond for outstanding 
kindness and consideration 
to patients; and Elizabeth 
Hamilton was awarded a $100 
bond for outstanding partici- 
pation in student activities. 
Shirley Cohen (Mrs. Stanley 
M.), chairman of the commit- 
tee on nursing, presented the 
$500Hattie Waldheim 
Scholarship to Gary Power, 
who ranked second in the 
graduating class. The $150 
J.L. London Nursing Award 
was given to Margaret 
Stephanides, the third- 
ranking student in the class. 
The Jewish Hospital Aux- 
iliary Award was presented by 
Mrs. Esther Blumoff, presi- 
dent of the Auxiliary. Cara 
Holland-Langella, who ranked 
highest in her class, received 
the $1,500 award. 
Kenneth E. Kram, DMD, 
addressed the West County Den- 
tal Society at the Sheraton West- 
port Hotel on March 18. His 
presentation was "Update on the 
Mandibular Staple Bone Plate." 
Robert C. Lander, M.D., 
attended the University of Colo- 
rado's conference, "Uncemented 
Total Hip and Knee Surgery," 
March 23, at Steamboat Springs, 
Colorado. 
Paul Lowenstein, M.D., 
attended the American College 
of Angiology's meeting at Hilton 
Head, South Carolina. The 
theme of the meeting was circu- 
latory problems. 
Barry Milder, M.D., spoke 
on "Muscle Surgery: Adjustable 
Sutures," for the meeting of the 
American Society Ophthalmic 
Registered Nurses, April 5, in 
St. Louis. 
William J. Powers, M.D., 




Hospital unveiled The Doc- 
tors Choice—its updated, 
upgraded and re-named phy- 
sician referral service—with a 
major advertising campaign. 
The new name was selected 
for the hospital's physician 
referral service to highlight 
what is unique about our 
service: the exceptional 
qualifications that our medi- 
cal staff offers to the St. Louis 
community. 
Physicians joining our staff 
must receive an appointment 
to the faculty of Washington 
University School of Medicine. 
By calling The Doctors Choice, 
individuals can be assured 
that the physicians to whom 
they are referred will have the 
expertise and training to pro- 
vide quality medical care. 
If you or someone you 
know needs an internist, 
gynecologist or a physician in 
any other specialty, consider 
The Doctors Choice. The 
service is available—free of 
charge or obligation—by call- 
ing 454-8180 weekdays from 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. At other 
times, a message will be taken 
so that calls can be returned. 
Missouri residents calling 
from outside of St. Louis can 
avoid tolls by dialing 
1-800-822-1201. The toll-free 
number for calls placed out- 
side of Missouri is 
1-800-233-3783. 
on Cerebrovascular Disease, 
March 14-16, in St. Louis. He has 
published two articles: "What Is 
the Significance of Hemodynam- 
ically Significant Cartoid Steno- 
sis in Symptomatic Patients?" 
and "The Role of Positron Emis- 
CLOSER TO THE 
ROOT OF THE PROBLEM — 
The Steinberg Amphitheater 
was filled to near capacity at 
the May 4 "Parkinson's 
Update," sponsored by the 
Parkinson's Educational Pro- 
gram (PEP). Featured speaker 
Erwin Montgomery, M.D., 
neurologist and expert on 
Parkinson's Disease, gave a 
recap of the disease and dis- 
cussed current research and 
treatment developments. 
For sufferers of Parkin- 
son's Disease the 1980s is 
turning out to be a decade of 
hope. Developments in 
recent years are providing 
researchers with break- 
throughs unequalled since 
the 1950s when the drug 
Levadopa came on the scene 
as the first highly-successful 
treatment. Dr. Montgomery 
discussed a 1982 break- 
ErwinMontgomery, M.D., neu- 
rologist, discussed the latest ad- 
vances in understanding and 
treating Parkinson's Disease. 
through when the toxin 
MPTP was linked to the cause 
of Parkinson's Disease. 
The discovery was made 
when a heroin addict was 
admitted to a San Francisco 
hospital with Parkinson's 
symptoms. Although he was 
first misdiagnosed as schizo- 
phrenic, physicians finally 
pinpointed the problem: he 
had injected a synthetic 
heroin that contained MPTP, 
which they believed precipi- 
tated the onset of irreversible 
Parkinson's Disease. Approxi- 
mately 300 addicts used the 
heroin containing MPTP; 80 of 
them developed irreversible 
Parkinson's Disease. "It was 
very tragic for the people af- 
flicted," said Dr. Montgomery. 
"However, it was dramatic for 
us. It gave us the opportunity 
to study what causes Parkin- 
son's as we never have before." 
According to Dr. Mont- 
gomery, there are numerous 
chemicals in the environment 
that are similar to MPTP, in- 
cluding one found in an her- 
bicide that has been used on 
crops and to destroy marijuana 
fields. In fact, a Canadian 
researcher has studied geo- 
graphic areas in Quebec 
where the herbicide has been 
used extensively and reported 
a correlation in the incidence 
of Parkinson's Disease to 
those areas. 
Exercise is increasingly 
being recognized as a benefit, 
both physically and emotion- 
ally for Parkinson's patients. 
The formation of a new exer- 
cise program for Parkinson's 
patients was also announced 
at the program. The group 
classes meet twice weekly at 
a cost of $35 per month and 
emphasize stretching and 
balance exercises. Physical 
and occupational therapists 
meet with individuals prior to 
the classes to evaluate specific 
movement and coordination 
problems. Scholarships are 
available. 
For further information 
on the exercise program, con- 
tact the St. Louis Parkinson's 
Disease Information Center at 
the Washington University 
School of Medicine, 
314-362-3299. The Center can 
also provide printed material 
and community and health 
care referrals. ■ 
PEP programs, spon- 
sored by the Jewish Hospital 
Auxiliary, are held three 
times a year in the hospital's 
Steinberg Amphitheater. For 
further information on the 
programs, contact the Jewish 
Hospital Auxiliary office at 
454-7130. 
sion Tomography in Detecting 
the Ischemic Penumbra." 
Arthur Prensky, M.D., 
presented "Neonatal Epilepsy" 
at the New England Medical 
Center, in Boston, Massachu- 
setts, on April 5. 
Gary Ratkin, M.D., spoke 
to the Illinois Society of Family 
Practice, in Belleville, Illinois, 
March 20. His topic was "Eco- 
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nomic Issues in Oncology." He 
appeared on a panel for the 
National Convention of Make 
Today Count, addressing Physi- 
cian Participation in Support 
Groups, at the Adams Mark 
Hotel, St. Louis, on April 26. 
Timothy L. Kail iff, Ph.D., 
attended the American Society 
for Microbiology meeting in 
Washington, D.C., March 23-28. 
He presented an abstract, "Factors 
Affecting Bladder Adherence of 
BCG in Mice Receiving BCG for 
the Treatment of Bladder Cancer.'' 
Jo-Ellen M. Ryall, M.D., 
has been appointed Vice-Speaker 
of the Missouri State Medical 
Association, effective April, 1986. 
Jim Sebben, MSW, ACSW, 
and Laurene Walker, MSW, 
ACSW, were featured speakers at 
a regional conference on home 
health care presented April 9-11, at 
Tan-Tar-A, Osage Beach, Missouri. 
Robert M. Senior, M.D., 
was elected to the Subspecialty 
Board on Pulmonary Disease of 
the American Board of Internal 
Medicine for two years begin- 
ning July 1. In addition, Dr. 
Senior was appointed to the 
American Thoracic Society 
Board of Directors, for a one- 
year term, effective in May. 
Nathan Simon, M.D., was 
the guest presenter at the Greene 
County Medical Society Auxiliary's 
March 25 meeting in Springfield, 
Missouri. He spoke on "Living 
With A 'Type-A' Personality." 
Bruce Walz, M.D., spoke 
at the Missouri Medical Society 
program on breast cancer, co- 
AVIOLI RECEIVES 
GRANT—Louis V. Avioli, M.D, 
Shoenberg Professor of Medi- 
cine and director of the 
Washington University 
School of Medicine division 
of bone and mineral disease, 
has received a $1 million 
research grant from the 
National Institutes of Health. 
Dr. Avioli, director of Jewish 
Hospital's Bone Health Pro- 
gram, has pursued the study 
of endocrinology and meta- 
bolic bone disease as a scien- 
tist, educator and clinician 
throughout his 27-year career. 
Under the direction of 
his grant, "Diabetes, Kidney, 
Calcium Transport and 
Aging," researchers will con- 
duct studies in basic science 
relating to osteoporosis, bone 
metabolism and kidney trans- 
plant systems. Dr. Avioli's 
efforts have resulted in 
numerous publications in 
scientific journals and honors 
from the national and interna- 
tional scientific community 
for his contributions to 
research and treatment in his 
field. 
sponsored by the American Can- 
cer Society and the Missouri 
Radiological Society, on March 5 
at the Marriott Pavilion, St. Louis. 
His topic was "Radiation Thera- 
py: Techniques and Results." 
"Carcinoma of the Prostate" was 
his topic at St. Joseph's Health 
Center in St. Charles, Missouri, 
on March 8. On March 12, he 
addressed the American Cancer 
Society, Missouri Division meet- 
ing at Sikeston, Missouri, on 
'' Radiotherapy—Complimentary, 
Adjuvant, Palliative." 
E. A. Wallach, M.D., 
attended a post-graduate course, 
"Advances in Dermatology," at 
New York University Post- 
Graduate Medical School, April 
OLD SCHOOL TIES— 
On May 7, the Sheraton Plaza 
Westport was the scene of the 
annual Jewish Hospital Medi- 
cal Staff Alumni Party. Approx- 
imately 170 members and 
guests attended the event, 
called by Alumni President 
Steven L. Teitelbaum, M.D. In 
his opening remarks, follow- 
ing a social hour and dinner, 
Dr. Teitelbaum lightheartedly 
noted that this and the occa- 
sional signing of paperwork, 
are really the only responsi- 
bilities the president has to 
perform—thanks to Dottie 
Nauman, medical staff assistant. 
Following the brief busi- 
ness meeting, Dr. Teitelbaum 
introduced the incoming 
president, Dr. Phillip E. 
Korenblat. As his first, and 
self-admittedly favorite, duty 
as president, he introduced 
the recipient of the second 
annual Award of Apprecia- 
tion, Charles Carroll, a 23-year 
veteran of the emergency room. 
Mr. Carroll is credited 
with having, as Dr. Korenblat 
stated, "helped each of us 
make it through residency." A 
former medical assistant, 
Carroll often stood shoulder- 
to-shoulder with residents 
performing emergency medi- 
cal treatments. Currently a 
secretary in the emergency 
room, he was presented with 
a plaque and a pair of zoom 
binoculars from the alumni. 
Mr. Carroll and his wife, Alice, 
left the rostrum to a standing 
ovation. 
Other awards were given 
following a surprise program 
by Robert Burstein, M.D. His 
program of slides, taken at the 
alumni meeting of 1949, 
provided an interlude be- 
tween presentation of the 
Teacher of the Year awards by 
medical and surgical 
residents. 
Tom Birkenmeir and 
Charlene Gottlieb, chief resi- 
dents, presented their 
Teacher of the Year awards to 
a surprised Dr. Phillip E. 
Korenblat, and Alan Lyss, 
M.D. Chief residents of sur- 
gery, Bill Casperson and Jim 
Fleshman, conveyed a special 
honor on retiring surgeon 
Leo A. Sachar, M.D., for out- 





bers of Jewish Hospital's 
20-Plus Club took a stroll 
down memory lane May 5 
when the club gathered for 
its 14th annual induction din- 
ner held this year at the Omni 
International Hotel. A slide 
show, assembled and pre- 
sented by the Jewish Hospital 
audio-visual service, made the 
event especially enjoyable for 
club members, who number 
172 after the recent induction 
of 35 employees. The visual 
display included slides of the 
hospital's history as well as 
color slides taken and deve- 
loped minutes before the 
presentation. 
"This is always a very 
pleasant event, one I look for- 
ward to every year," said Jewish 
Hospital President David A. 
Gee. "It offers us a chance to 
welcome the new kids on the 
block, the ones who've only 
been here 20 years." 
Mr. Gee reminded the 
audience that Medicare came 
into effect the same year that 
the latest club members 
began working at Jewish 
Hospital. "I don't think any of 
us had any idea what it would 
do to hospitals," he said, 
referring to the expansion 
made possible by Medicare. 
Other highlights of 1966 
included the graduation of 55 
students at the School of 
Nursing, the birth of the 
patient relations program and 
the beginning of plans for the 
hospital's first intensive care 
unit. 
"We can reflect that 
we've had a pretty golden 
period over the past 20 
years," Gee said. "I want to 
thank you all for the job 
you've done in making Jewish 
Hospital the fine institution 
that it is." 
Newly inducted mem- 
bers receiving plaques were: 
Janice K. Asher, Louis V. 
Avioli, M.D., Zack Ballard, 
Evelyn Barry, Karen Bess, 
R.N., Eula Bills, R.N., Kathryn 
Bingham, Rosie L. Brooks, 
Doris Burton, Bernadyne L. 
Cavitt, R.N., Ramona Gornet, 
R.N., Ralph Graff, M.D., Doris 
Harris, R.N., Maxine Hatchett, 
Phyllis Jackson, R.N., Daniel 
Jacobs, DeloresJ.Jones, 
Elmer Jones, William J. Jones, 
Helen Jones-Johnson, Era 
Langston, Willie M. Lloyd, Lee 
B. Matthews, Alice Moore, 
R.N., Marcella Page, Harriet 
Pahlmann, Ruth Parram, 
Regena Pinson, Mary Poe, 
Nettie R. Poole, Louise 
Roberts, Anna L. Smith, 
Audrey Sullivan, Norma 
Ulreich and Joan Williams, 
R.N. 
The evening was doubly 
rewarding for Ms. Page, who 
works in nursing division 
2200. In a drawing held after 
the plaque presentations, she 
won a free trip for two to 
Walt Disney World's Epcot 
Center near Orlando, Florida. 
Darryl Belcher was another 
lucky 20-plus club member. 
He won an expenses-paid 
night at the Omni. 
10-12, in New York City. 
James Warren, M.D., co- 
authored "Purification and Char- 
acterization of 20-Hydroxy-Steroid 
Dehydrogenase from Bull Testis," 
which appeared in the Journal 
of Steroid Biochemistry, vol.23, 
no.6A, and "Human Placental 
Estradiol 17-Dehydrogenase: Se- 
quence of a Histidine-bearing 
Peptide in the Catalytic Region," 
in Journal: Biochemistry, 
vol.25, p. 641, 1986. 
Peter D. Weiss, M.D., spoke 
on "Lymphomas: Diagnosis and 
Management" at the Medical 
Society meeting at St. Elizabeth's 
Hospital in East St. Louis, Illinois, 
March 20. He addressed the 
American Society for Medical 
Technology on April 4 at the 
Clarion Hotel, St. Louis. His 
topic was, "Myelodysplastic 
Syndromes." Dr. Weiss attended 
the American Society of Clinical 
Oncology convention in Los 
Angeles, California, May 5-6. ■ 
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In an effort to provide 
high-quality medical service, 
Jewish Hospital at Washington 
University Medical Center 
continually purchases new 
equipment. Because of the 
ever-increasing costs of med- 
ical supplies, gifts to the 
hospital, whether large or 
small, are greatly 
appreciated. 
The Shopping List is a 
special feature presented to 
give the community an idea 
of the many different pieces 
of equipment every depart- 
ment requires to function 
efficiently. The list designates 
areas in which contributions 
are most necessary to help 
off-set the high cost of the 
items (cited with their 
approximate prices), and 
allows prospective donors to 
choose a specific gift if they 
so desire. 
The need exists. Your gen- 
erosity could help save a life. 
For more information on 
the Shopping List, contact the 




Quality emergency care 
depends on the efficiency of 
its service. Continuous 
improvements in medical 
technology are helping emer- 
gency room personnel pro- 
vide the best possible care in 
emergency situations. 
In April, 1986, the hospi- 
tal purchased a Central 
Monitoring System for the 
emergency room to monitor 
patients who are admitted 
with chest pain. The system, 
which cost $17,000, resem- 
bles a large television screen 
and is located at the physicians' 
station in the emergency 
room where it can be viewed 
easily by the emergency 
room personnel. Its central 
computerized capability 
simultaneously tracks the 
conditions of as many as four 
patients who are hooked up 
to monitors in other treat- 
ment rooms. If a patient's 
heart rate drops below or 
rises above normal, an alarm 
goes off on the central moni- 
tor, alerting the emergency 
room staff. "The system is 
invaluable for emergency 
room personnel," says Todd 
Hofmeister, R.N., head nurse 
of the emergency room. 
"Now, they no longer need to 
be in the patients rooms 
constantly and can take care 
of other problems as well." 
According to Mr. 
Hofmeister, the average num- 
ber of patients who are being 
monitored at the hospital's 
emergency room for lung or 
heart problems is two, 
although that number can be 
as high as four. "By the time 
we have three or four 
patients in emergency who 
need monitoring simultane- 
ously, the staff definitely 
needs a central method to 
observe patients," he says. 
Previously, the emergency 
room used a monitor with a 
much smaller screen with a 
capacity to track a maximum 
of two patients. 
The Central Monitoring 
System was purchased with 
future possibilities in mind. 
This technology, says 
Hofmeister, has the capability 
for expansion to be used to 
monitor low blood pressure 
and other cardiac pressures. 
"If necesary, we will utilize it 
for these purposes, too," he 
notes. "All aspects of medical 
care are changing so rapidly 
that there is no way of know- 
ing what the future will 
bring. But we have to prepare 
for it." ■ 
Obstetrics/Ultrasound 
M7B Film Processor 88,700 
Blood Bank 
Plasma Thawing Bath $1,500 
Nursery 
Neonatal Monitor $4,500 
Operating Room 
Hydraulic PACU Stretcher Bed $2,100 
Nursing Division 8900 
AW Sequential Pulse Generator $3,000 
Labor Room 
Halogen Coolspot Portable Light $900 
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I. M. Kay was a giving man, known for his many successful 
endeavors for the benefit of others. Shortly before his 
•  
[
    ^ death at 84, Mr. Kay, retired president of Berland Shoe 
/ Stores and life- and senior-member of the Jewish Hospital 
Board of Directors, was asked why so much of his time was spent help- 
ing others. His response, given without hesitation, was: "Man does 
not live alone, and I think we owe something to our fellow man." 
He joined the board when he "retired" to an active life of serv- 
ing many friends and business associates as a financial consultant, 
and advisor to the Jewish Community Centers Association and Jew- 
ish Center for Aged. His personal conviction that the hospital 
provided the best possible care and the latest medical treatments led 
to his involvement with the hospital. For two decades, Mr. Kay dedi- 
cated great energy to raising funds for Jewish Hospital. 
His family, wife Ruth Kay, daughter Sherry and her husband Ben 
Miller, has chosen to memorialize his sharing philosophy with a sig- 
nificant pledge toward the construction of the Jewish Hospital 
Ambulatory Care Building. 
Mrs. Miller, reflecting upon her father's belief that one could effect 
change says, "He taught us that we could make a difference." Mrs. 
Kay adds, "We chose this project because of his belief that outpa- 
tient care was the wave of the future, convenient for the public and 
important to the financial health of the hospital." 
She remembers, "He always had strong convictions and was not 
afraid to champion unpopular causes." For years he questioned the 
logic of cigarette sales at the hospital, with its dedication to health 
care. "The decision to ban cigarette sales would have pleased him," 
says Mrs. Kay 
Involvement and commitment characterized all of his efforts in      « 
support of others, whether institutions or individuals, and he never 
sought recognition for his work. He was, according to his family, the 
man behind the scenes, the one who enlisted support from others, 
convincing them of a project's worthwhile objectives. 
The family's memorial to Mr. Kay, however, will deviate from 
this no-name attached life-long service policy. Stating the reason for 
this departure, Mrs. Kay says, "We want his name attached to some- 
thing permanent—something that will cause our grandchildren and 




Community support of 
Jewish Hospital is evident 
at many levels. Volunteers 
provide added hands, helping to 
continue the tradition of caring 
for which the institution is known. 
Contributors to the Tribute Fund 
assist in supporting numerous 
educational and service pro- 
grams at the hospital. Others 
show their support in giving to 
the building fund, establishing 
endowed professorial chairs for 
chiefs of medical departments 
and divisions or scholarships in 
support of research. Equipment 
gifts provide many of the tools 
essential to medical care. 
In recognition of individuals 
who donate a minimum of 81,000 
a year, the Fellows of Jewish 
Hospital was begun in 1984. Major 
benefactor designation is awarded 
to individuals who give 850,000 
or more, or corporations that 
give $100,000 or more. Member 
contributions help make it possi- 
ble for Jewish Hospital to pro- 
vide the best in care. 
The following people have 
expressed their commitment to 
continued achievement by 
becoming fellow contributors to 
the hospital's success. 
For information about how 
you can become one of the 
growing number of Fellows of 
Jewish Hospital, contact Don 
Levin, Director of Development. 
Call (314) 454-7250, or write, 
c/o Jewish Hospital, 216 South 
Kingshighway Boulevard, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63110. 
Dr. and Mrs. Morris Abrams 
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Altman 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ansehl 
Mr. Jack Ansehl 
"Mrs. Louise M. Aronberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Austin 
'Mrs. Freda Axelbaum 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Charles Baer 
*Mr. and Mrs. J. Arthur Baer II 
*Mr. David Baron 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Barron 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger II 
Mr. Burton Bernard 
*Mrs. Irvin Bettman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bierman 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bierman 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. 
Birenbaum 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley J. Birge 
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Bisno 
*Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Blatt 
Mrs. Henry Blatt 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Bloom 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Bogard 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S. Brand 
'Mrs. Martin L. Brand 
Mrs. Eleanor Brin 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Brod 
*Mr. and Mrs. Saul Brodsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Harlin Brown 
Mr. Melvin F. Brown 
*Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry, Jr. 
'Mrs. Nancy D. Bry 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Buell 
*Dr. and Mrs. Robert Burstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Cahn 
Mr. George Calhoun 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Callahan 
Mrs. Virginia L. Carlstead 
*Mr. and Mrs. Norman B. 
Champ, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Chod 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Cohen 
*Mrs. Daniel R. Cohen 
•Mrs. DudleyJ. Cohen 
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Cohen 
Mrs. Isadore Cohen 
Mrs. Jacob Cohen 
•Mrs. Julius Cohen 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Cohen 
Mrs. Rubin Cohen 
•Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Ms. Mary Joan Collett 
Dr. and Mrs. James Crane 
•Mrs. Hermann Deutsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Deutsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Drazen 
*Mr. and Mrs. Leo A. Drey 
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Dubinsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Eckstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Edison 
*Mr. and Mrs. Irving Edison 
•Mrs. Harry Edison 
*Mrs. Simon Edison 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Edlin 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. 
Eiseman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Eisenkramer II 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Elbert 
Mrs. Raymond Epstein 
Mrs. Morris Erlich 
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Ernst 
•Mrs. Marcus A. Feldman 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ferman 
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Fischer 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Fishgoll 
*Mr. and Mrs. Ben Fixman 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fleischer 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Flom 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Forand 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fox 
•Mrs. Harry L. Franc, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Franc 
Dr. and Mrs. Alvin Frank 
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Frank 
*Mr. and Mrs. Harris J. Frank 
•Mrs. Herbert Frank 
*Mrs. Milton Frank 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Freed 
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Frelich 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Frenkel 
Mrs. Eugene A. Freund 
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Freund 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Frey 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Friedman 
*Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Friedman 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Fry 
Dr. and Mrs. Ira Gall 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gallop 
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Garfinkel 
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Garland 
*Mr. and Mrs. David A. Gee 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Gershman 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gidlow 
Mr. and Mrs. Hymen Goldberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Goldberg 
*Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Goldman 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldstein 
*Mr. Samuel R. Goldstein 
Mrs. Joseph G. Goldstein 
*Mr. SamJ. Golman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goodman 
Mrs. Hortense Goodman 
*Mr. and Mrs. Courtney A. Gould 
Dr. and Mrs. Morton Green 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Green 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Greenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. 
Greenberg 
*Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. 
Greensfelder 
Dr. Edward J. Griffith 
Mr. Bernard Gross 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grossberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Guilfoil 
Mr. and Mrs. David Gutman 
Mr. and Mrs. Siegmund Halpern 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Halsband 
Mr. Harry Hammerman 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Handelman 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Handelman 
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Mr. and Mrs. Neil Handelman 
*Mrs. Gustav L. Harris 
Mr. Harvey A. Harris 
*Mr. and Mrs. Irwin R. Harris 
Mrs. Leon Harris 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris 
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney R. Harris 
*Mrs. Noel Messing Hefty 
Mrs. Ruth A. Heiman 
Dr. and Mrs. John D. Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hirsch 
Mrs. Maurice L. Hirsch 
Mrs. Pearl Hitt 
Mr. and Mrs. Allan R. Hoffman 
Mr. Theodore H. Hoffman 
•Mrs. Herman S. Hollander 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hollander 
Mrs. Edward Hopper 
Mrs. Bess S. Horwitz 
*Mrs. Henrietta Horwitz 
Mrs. Mildred Horwitz 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Isaacs III 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jablonow 
*Ms. Jennie Jackman 
*Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Jacobs 
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Jacobs 
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin S. Jaffe 
Dr. and Mrs. James J. Jenkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt L. Karney 
*Mrs. I. M. Kay 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kessler 
Mrs. Samuel R. Kessler 
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney D. Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Lee Kling 
Dr. and Mrs. Ira J. Kodner 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kodner 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Koplar 
*Mr. and Mrs. Al Kopolow 
*Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kopolow 
*Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Kopolow 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn 
Mr. Harvey Kornblum 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Koshner 
Dr. and Mrs. Nicholas 
Kouchoukos 
*Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kutten 
*Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Herman Lanson 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen S. Lasky 
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Lasky 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Lefton 
Dr. and Mrs. Sherman LeMaster 
Mr. Scott Lentin 
Mrs. Sally Lesser 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Zalie Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Levinson 
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Levinson 
*Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Levitt 
*Mr. and Mrs. John D. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Levy 
*Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
Mr. Tobias Lewin 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Liberman 
Mr. Alan Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Donn H. Lipton 
Mr. and Mrs. William Livingston 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Loeb 
Mrs. Benjamin Loeb 
Mrs. Harry W. Loeb 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome T Loeb 
Mrs. Ann Loomstein 
Ms. Robyn Loomstein-Mintz 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lopata 
*Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lux 
Mrs. Edna Malen 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Manesberg 
Dr. and Mrs. William Margaretten 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marglous 
Mrs. William A. Marmor 
Mrs. Edna Mathes 
*Mrs. Margie Wolcott May 
Mr. and Mrs. John P. McGuire 
Mr. William J. McKenna 
*Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. 
Meissner, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Mendel 
*Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr. 
Mrs. Herman Meyer 
*Mr. and Mrs. Julian L. Meyer 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ben Miller 
*Mr. and Mrs. I.E. Millstone 
*Mrs. Harry E. Milton 
Mrs. Rosalind Mintz 
Mr. Dan P. Mohrman 
*Mr. and Mrs. Hubert C. Moog 
Mr. James R. Moog 
Mrs. Anna Morgan 
Mr. and Mrs. David W Nations 
*Mrs. Mildred Neuman 
*Mr. and Mrs. Eric P. Newman 
*Mr. and Mrs. William Nussbaum 
Mrs. Evelyn B. Olin 
Dr. and Mrs. M. Norman Orgel 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Packman 
Mrs. Nita Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Peck 
Dr. and Mrs. William A. Peck 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peltason 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Peril 
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace R. Persons 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Peters 
*Mrs. Milton Petrie 
Drs. Carl and Judith Pierce 
Ms. Lynn Plotkin 
*Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. Portnoy 
*Dr. and Mrs. Jacob G. Probstein 
*Mr. Norman Probstein 
Mr. and Mrs. George Purviance 
*Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Putzel 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Rennard 
Mrs. Charles S. Rice 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney E. Rich 
Ms. Joan F. Richman 
Mrs. Stanley M. Richman 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Roos 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence K. Roos 
Mrs. Hannah Rosenfeld 
Mr. and Mrs. George Rosenschein 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ross 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Ross 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rothbarth 
Mrs. Frances Rothman 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Rubenstein 
Mrs. Idah Rubin 
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Rubin 
Mrs. Saul Rubin 
*Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Ruwitch 
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Ruwitch 
*Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Sachs 
*Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sale 
Dr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Sale, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Saligman 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Sanders 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Sandier 
*Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Schapiro 
*Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scharff, Jr. 
*Mrs. William H. Schield 
*Mr. Edwin Schiele 
*Mrs. Herbert Schiele 
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Schiller 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schneider 
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Schneider 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold M. Schrier 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schukar 
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Schumitzky 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab 
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Schwartz 
*Mrs. Vicki Schwartz 
*Mrs. Edward F. Schweich 
*Mrs. Lester Seasongood 
Mr. Harold M. Seidel 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin L. Seidel 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Seidel 
*Mr. Marc A. Seldin 
*Mrs. Selma G. Seldin 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Senior 
Dr. and Mrs. Hyman Senturia 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Robert Shampaine 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Shapiro 
*Mr. and Mrs. David S. Sherman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G. Shifrin 
*Mrs. John M. Shoenberg 
*Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Shoenberg 
*Mr. and Mrs. Sydney M. 
Shoenberg, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Siegel 
*Mrs. Irma W Silberman 
*Mrs. Herbert B. Simon 
* Mr. John E. Simon 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Simons 
*Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simpkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Siteman 
*Mrs. Sid Siteman 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Siwak 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Sloofman 
•Mrs. Abe Small 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Soffer 
*Dr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Soule 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spewak 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert D. Spewak 
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Spielberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Spitzer 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Starr 
•Mr. Elliot H. Stein 
•Mrs. I. Louis Stein 
Dr. and Mrs. Franz U. Steinberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Stern 
Mr. Steven M. Stone 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Strauss 
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Strauss 
Mrs. Earl Susman 
Dr. and Mrs. Noah Susman 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Tober 
Mrs. Marguerite Tober 
•Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
Mr. Murray Vittert 
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Wald 
•Mrs. Millard Waldheim 
*Mr. James Warren 
Dr. and Mrs. Heiman Wasserman 
Dr. and Mrs. Todd H. Wasserman 
Mrs. Sol Weber 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer K. Weil 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P. Weil 
•Mr. Richard K. Weil 
Mrs. Hilda Patsy A. Weintraub 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Weiss 
*Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Weissman 
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce I. White 
•Mrs. Harvey B. Wittcoff 
* Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Wittcoff 
•Mrs. David P. Wohl 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wolf 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Wolff 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wolfheim 
*Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Wolfson 
Mr. M. Richard Wyman 
*Mr. Richard L. Yalem 
Dr. and Mrs. Mitchell Yanow 
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Yawitz 
•Mrs. Thelma Zalk 
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Zimmerman 
•Mr. and Mrs. Louis I. Zorensky 
•Mr. and Mrs. David R. Smith 
Ms. Carol Teig 
sh Hospital will be held October 19, 1986. 
'Major Benefactor 
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4 OMICIItl  HOYS TO 
.liniSII HOSPITAL I I M»S 
SUSTAINING GIFTS 
Mr. Jack Ansehl has become a member of the Fellows of Jew- 
ish Hospital and made a contribution to the Research Endow- 
ment Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Austin have become members of the 
Fellows of Jewish Hospital and established the Rilda Austin 
Fund for Cancer Research. 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Charles Baer have renewed their membership 
in the Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to 
the Research Endowment Fund. 
The Ben A'Kiba Aid Society has made contributions to the 
Ben A'Kiba Fund for Rehabilitation Medicine and the Bone 
Biopsy Research Fund. 
Mrs. Erna Deutsch has established the Hermann and Erna 
Deutsch Cancer Research Fund in memory of Hermann 
Deutsch. 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Frenkel have renewed their membership 
in the Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to 
the Research & Education Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Friedman have made a contribution to 
the Dorismae and Harvey A. Friedman Program on Aging. 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Goldstein have become members of 
the Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to the 
Hematology Oncology Research and Education Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder have made a contribu- 
tion to the Directors Fund of Jewish Hospital. 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Handelman have renewed their member- 
ship in The Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribu- 
tion to the Frieda and Lester Handelman Cardiology Fund. 
The Jewish Hospital Medical Staff Association has made a 
contribution to the Nursing Scholarship Fund. 
The Mary Ranken Jordan and Ettie A. Jordan Charitable Foun- 
dation has made a contribution to the Jewish Hospital 
Research Endowment Fund. 
Mrs. Harry W. Loeb has become a member of the Fellows of 
Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to the Research 
Endowment Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Manesberg have joined the Fellows of 
Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to the Research 
Endowment Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr. have made a contribution to 
the Directors Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Schukar have renewed their member- 
ship in the Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribu- 
tion to the Henry Levin Fund for Cancer Research. 
Mrs. Irma Silberman has become a major benefactor, and a life 
member of the Fellows of Jewish Hospital. She has established 
a research endowment fund in memory of her husband, Mr. 
Fritz Silberman. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Spewak have renewed their member- 
ship in the Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribu- 
tion to the Building Fund. 
Mr. Elliot Stein has made a contribution to the Mary Ann & 
Elliot Stein Endowment Fund. 
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm L. Strauss have become members of the 
Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to the 
Research Endowment Fund. 
Dr. and Mrs. Noah Susman have renewed their membership in 
The Fellows of Jewish Hospital and made a contribution to 
the Radiology Department Research Fund. 
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SUPPORTING GIFTS 
' V • 
IN MEMORY OF 
Dr. Harry Agress 
Esther W. Collinger 
Lillian Margolies Fallek 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Jewish Hospital Medical Staff     Letty Goodman 
Assoc. 
(Jewish Hospital Chaplaincy 
Fund) Maurice Hirsch 
Harry A. Collinger 
(Esther W. Collinger Brain 
Research Fund) 
Mr. Mark Margolies 
(Carol Kaufman Cancer 







Phil and Vel Green 
(Tribute Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William W. 
Halliday 
(Messing Chair Pathology 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. 
Lieberman 
(Tribute Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Reilly 
(Morton J. May Research 
Fund) 
Robert Ross and 
Marion Eastman 
(Florence & Bernie A. Ross 
Fund in Cardiology 
Research) 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Moog 
(Tribute Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn 
(Letty Korn Breast Cancer 
Research Fund) 
Margery B. Steiner & Children 
(Malcolm Steiner Fund) 
Mrs. Millard Waldheim 
(Millard A. Waldheim Dept. 
of Surgery Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Charles Baer 





IN HONOR OF 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. 
A. Friedman 
Dr. Eda Gass 
Birthday of Mrs. Millard 
Waldheim 
DONOR 
Mr. & Mrs. J. Terrell Vaughn 
(Dorismae & Harvey A. 
Friedman Program on Aging) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger 
(Ely & Mary Goldstein Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edlin 
(Norma &Jack E. Edlin 
Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
SUPPORTING GIFTS 
IN SUPPORT OF 
The Jewish Hospital of 
St. Louis and its programs 
for patient care, research, 
education, and community 
Appreciation of Home Care 
DONOR 
Mr. William V. Ehrens 
(Anna & Abe Moskowitz 
Fund for Cancer Research) 
Appreciation of Physical 
Therapy Department 
Appreciation of care 
received by her mother from 
Laura Richards, RN and 
entire staff 
Mrs. Sanford Gad 
(Sanford Gad Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Kopolow 
(Equipment Funds 
Donations) 
Ms. Carolyn Winsby 
(Nursing Education Fund) 
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'<m TRIBUTE FUND 
The Tribute Fund, initiated by the Jewish Hospital Aux- 
iliary in 1952, receives approximatey $195,000 a year for 
research and aid to the needy. To make the donation 
process convenient, drawing accounts have been established. 
Anyone can open drawing account by mailing a deposit of at 
least $25 to the Tribute Fund, 216 South Kingshighway, 
P. O. Box 14109, St. Louis, MO 63178. Once the account is 
open, the donor can call 454-7242 anytime he or she wishes 
to make a tribute. Tributes can commemorate any occasion— 
birthday, promotion, birth, Bar Mitzvah or marriage. They 
can also be used to express appreciation or sympathy. The 
sender may specify that the money be put into a special fund. 
A notice is immediately sent to the recipient and the amount, 
a minimum of S3, is deducted from the balance of the 
account. So that all the money can be used for the purpose 
intended, the drawing account holder will not be sent a 
thank you acknowledgement. 
Donors who do not have drawing accounts can send 
checks payable to The Jewish Hospital Tribute Fund to the 
address given above. When a tribute is made this way, both 
the sender and recipient receive an acknowledgement of the 
donation. 
The following contributions were received from April 1, 
1986 to May 16, 1986. Any contributions received after 
May 16 will be listed in the next issue o/2l6. 
GIFTS IN MEMORY 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
 LESTER ABERSON 
Joe Gelber and Jane Lending (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
SONofSTANABRAMS 
Marcia and Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
BENADELSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ackerman 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Deutch (Cancer Research Fund) 
Dr. amd Mrs. Steven Lauter (Dorismae and Harvey Friedman Program 
on Aging) 
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rochman (Cancer Research Fund) 
 THERESA AGATSTEIN 
Sylvan and Celia Jo Agatstein 
Dr. and Mrs. William Berman 
Bev and Alan Crider (Chester A. Steiner Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira R. Fishbein (Dr. & Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Freund 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Friedman (Dorismae Friedman Rehabilitation 
Library Fund) 
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DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
 THERESA AGATSTEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert H. Friedman (Chester A. Steiner Fund) 
Jeanne and Mort Hartz 
lima and Mort Isaac 
Robert and Jeanette Meyer (Dr. & Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Chester Steiner Fund) 
Rosalind and Harry Salniker 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Sisson (Ben L. Shif rin Endowment Fund) 
Pearl and Don Softer 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Treeger (Chester A. Steiner Fund) 
 LOISALFEND 
Joyce and Tom Lewin (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Miss Judy Meyerson and Mr. Steve Gorin (Dr. & Mrs. Herman Meyer 
Scholarship Fund) 
Geri Rothman (Geri Jaf f e Rothman Fund for Breast Cancer Research) 
Pearl and Don Soffer 
NORMA ANDERSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
ESTHER ARKIN 
Phyllis Leipziger (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Fund) 
 HELEN AUERBACH 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert H. Friedman  (Carl & Esther Heifetz Library 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mrs. Samuel Sachs (Louis and Sarah Sachs Fund) 
RILDA AUSTIN 
Monsanto Accounting Department (Cancer Research Fund) 
VERAAYCOCK 
Patty Glaser (Corrine, Joseph and Fuller GLaser Research Fund) 
NATHAN BACKERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kessler 
 WILLIAM NELSON BAKER 
Mrs. Alfonso J. Cervantes (Frobstein-Koplar Brace Fund) 
 TERRYEBALIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Burstein (OB Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gillerman 
Lisa and Barry Laiderman (Heart Research Fund) 
Howard and Bonnie Laiderman (Heart Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Soule (Dr. Samuel Soule Research Fund) 
MOTHER of THE BALKIN FAMILY 
Mr. and Mrs. Les Weil (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
 DR. DANBARAN 
Mrs. Sylvia Rosen 
RACHEL L. BARBARASH 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Art Poger (Cancer Research Fund) 
 SEYMONBARR 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kline 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Langsdorf (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Ted and Harriet Levin (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Leslie and Jake Reby 
Anne and David Rosenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Sharon (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
ROSEBARUCCI 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sass 
FRED BENDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
JOEBENOVITZ 
Phyllis Leipziger (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Research Fund) 
BENBERGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
FATHER OF STAN BERGER 
Ellie and Marty Hendin (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
MOTHER of MRS. PAUL BIRENBAUM 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hearsh 
FRANCES BLEIWEISS 
Sylvia Gale (Julius & Dena Cohen Endowment Fund) 
 PAULBRADSHAW 
Ken and Geri Rothman (Geri Jaf f e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
 FATHER of TONIBREIHAN 
St. Louis Scene Staff 
NANBRODY 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Sharon (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
 LISABRY 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Loeb (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
JACOB BURSTEIN 
Mary and Harold Elbert 
Bertha Josephson (OB-Library Fund) 
Lisa and Barry Laiderman 
Lillian Marmor (OB Library Fund) 
 MOTHER of MR. & MRS. LARRY CARNEY 
Sara Goldberg 
 DRYDEN CARVER 
Jess and Sylvia Stern (Hortense Lewin Scholarship Fund) 
MOTHER OF MR. and MRS. HAL CITRIN 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Isaacs III (Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. Re- 
search Fund) 
 LARRYCOHEN 
Stephanie and Larry Samuels 
 LOUIS COHEN 
Esther Blumoff 
Valerie Feldman (Heart Research Fund) 
Frank and Carol Flotken (Geri Jaf f e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Pearl Hitt (Roland Hitt Fund for Cancer Research) 
Ruth, Lynn and Jim Pollak (Cancer Research Fund) 
MARIAN COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Handelman (Frieda & Lester Handelman Cardiol- 
ogy Fund) 
 MOLLY COHEN 
Mrs. Herbert Weinstock (Herbert Weinstock Memorial Fund) 
MIKECONLEY 
Ken and Geri Rothman (Geri Jaf f e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
JACKCUPPLES 
Mrs. Richard Kaiser (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
Gene and Muarry Schneider (Harry, Gene and Murray Schneider En- 
dowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Les Sherman (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Starr (Carol Kaufman Cancer Fund) 
Helen Wohlert (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
 DR. HARRY CUTLER 
Mrs. Harry Cutler (Harry & Frances Cutler Fund) 
 FATHER of VIRGINIA DAVIDSON 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
 SAMUEL DeWOSKIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Shear (Heart Research Fund) 
IRVING DICKENS 
George and Susan Newman 
FATHER of RENEE DOBKIN 
Marlene, Brooke, and Brad Chait (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Stansen (Meyer and Alene Kopolow Fund) 
MARIE DOLE 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry III  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Nancy Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
 MAURICE DUNCAN 
Jewish Hospital Renal Division Employees (Cancer Research Fund) 
 AURELIA EBELING 
Gloria Zoole, RN (Ann Morris Fund) 
ALBERT EISENBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Barnholtz (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. A.M. Farber (Heart Research Fund) 
Evelyn and Herman Lansom (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Turken (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
ANNELSON 
Mr. and Mrs. David Lieberman 
RAYMOND EPSTEIN 
Robert M. Ross (Florence & Bernie Ross Endowment Fund) 
 DANIEL FARRELL 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bader & Kathy Bader (Cancer Research Fund) 
FANNIE FISHKOP 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Sokolik 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wolf 
ESTHER FLANCE 
Mrs. Melvin Kirstein (Dr. Melvin Kirstein Fund in Cardiology) 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lewis 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Soule (Dr. Samuel Soule Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Voda 
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TRIBUTE FUND 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
LEAH FLEISHMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Karsh (Joseph D. Karsh Library Fund) 
MARION FRANCIS 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goldstein 
FATHER of LINDA FREEDMAN 
Diane and Julian Breslow (Jeanette Speotor Nursing Fund) 
DAUGHTER of SOPHIE and RUBY FRIEDMAN 
Leonard Schwartz (Heart Research Fund) 
FRAN GALE 
Dena Cohen (Julius & Dena Cohen Endowment Fund) 
 EDWARD GARBER 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Fixman (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Center) 
ARTHUR GILDEN 
Aaron and Petie Birenbaum 
Shirley and Bill Cohen (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
Frank and Carol Flotken (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship 
Fund) 
David A. Gee 
Dr. and Mrs. Justin Kraner (Dr. Milton Meyerhardt Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 




Joan and Claude Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Karney (Joseph Abrams Memorial Heart Fund) 
DAVID GOLDENHERSH 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Karsh (Joseph D. Karsh Library Fund) 
Dan and Joanne Schwartz 
GRANDFATHER of MRS. STAN GOLDFADER 
Dr. and Mrs. Ed Cohen 
JACK GOLDMAN 
Sylvan and Celia Jo Agatstein (Heart Research Fund) 
ELEANOR GOLDSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bank 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Karney (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Margaret Kohn (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
MARY GOLDSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Rodrick Lewin (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
LETTY GOODMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schneider (Harry, Gene & Murray Schneider En- 
dowment Fund) 
DR. SAMUEL GOTLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gellman 
HELEN GOTTLEIB 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Robert  Buell   (Lois  &  Robert  Buell Fund  for Heart 
Research) 
Mr.  and Mrs.  Donald Cornbleet  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Lynn and Bruce Dole (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Edlin 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Fisher (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Alvin Frank (Surgery Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Frank (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Martha Gelber (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Isaacs III (Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. Re- 
search Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Morton Isaac 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Donn Lipton (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Loeb (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Loeb (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Barbara and Ralph Lowenbaum (Elaine Kornblum Home Care En- 
dowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr. (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mrs. A. L. Netter (Dental Care Program for Retarded Children) 
Mrs. Charles S. Rice (Beany & Harry Tenenbaum Research Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs. Harry Rosenberg  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. David Smith (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mrs. Earl Susman (Earl Susman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tober 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Weiss 
CAROLINE GRAFF 
Diane G. Bohner (Dr. Ralph Graff Cancer Fund) 
Great Dane Club (Dr. Ralph Graff Cancer Fund) 
IRVING GROSS 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Bader (Cancer Research Fund) 
SAMUEL GROSSMAN 
Sandee and Jeff Nye (Minnette & Martin Seidel Nursing Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Schwartz (Minnette & Martin Seidel Nursing Fund) 
Minnette & Martin Seidel (Minnette & Martin Seidel Nursing Fund) 
SISTER of ANNE HARDY 
Bobby, Juan & Little Bobby Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
ARTHUR HARVEY 
Phyllis and Saul Wolff (Cancer Research Fund) 
ENOUS HATCHETT 
Elinor C. Mazzoni 
 DORIS HEINTZ 
Mrs. Harry Franc (Harry L. Franc Fund for the Study of Depression) 
 JAKE HENDIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Altman (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lenard Goran 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Martin Hendin  (Diana  Rosen  Recreational Therapy 
Fund) 
Marc and Caryn Levinson (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey H. Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Geri Rothman (Geri Jaff e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schwartzman (Adolph Safron Cancer Research 
Fund) 




Jewish Hospital Associates in Medicine 
Robert L. and Jeanette Z. Meyer (Dr. & Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Rosabelle Oksner 
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Stern (Julian Simon Research Fund) 
 MAURICE HIRSCH 
Paxton and Julie Ackerman 
Howard F. Baer 
Max and Henriette Barken (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Betty Bennett (Sam & Jeanette Koplar Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Susie and Bob Bernstein (William, Dorothy & Jerome Molasky Memo- 
rial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bierman 
Sally T. Birk (Beany & Harry Tenenbaum Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Brod (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Nancy Bry and  Richard Lewin  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. Jane Buell (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buell (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. R.T. Dalton 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Edlin 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Friedman 
David A. Gee 
Bernard and Irma Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greensfelder (Martha K. Greensfelder Research 
Fund) 
Mrs. David Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Isaacs III (Eleanor & John Isaacs, Jr. Research 
Fund) 
Mrs. John Isaacs (Eleanor & John Isaacs, Jr. Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Jacobson (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
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MAURICE HIRSCH 
Mrs. I.M. Kay (Mr. & Mrs. I.M. Kay Endowment Fund) 
Mrs. Melvin Kirstein (Dr. Melvin Kirstein Fund in Cardiology) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Mrs. Maurice B. Lasky (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Madlynn and Adrian Levin (Dorothy P. Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memo- 
rial Fund) 
Mrs. Harry Loeb 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lux 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mathes (Nathan & Sadye Mathes Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Rashbaum (Mabel & Simon Frank Research Fund) 
Mrs. Stanley Richman (Barbara & Stanley Richman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Ruwitch (Joseph & Elizabeth Ruwitch Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Soott Sale, M.D. and Robert Hyberger 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scharf f, Jr. (H. Lister Tuholske Fund) 
Mrs. Henry Scherok 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Serkes (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
Elliot Stein (Mary Ann & Elliot Stein Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Steinbach (Nathan & Sadye Mathes Special 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Steinbach (Nathan & Sadye Mathes Special 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Watel 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wegusen 
Tom Wilson (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. Richard Wyman 
ROLAND HITT 
Cliff and Mary Ellen Cagle (Roland Hitt Fund for Cancer Research) 
PHIL HOFFMAN 
Ken and Geri Rothman (Geri Jaffe Rothman Fund for Breast Cancer 
Research) 
 WILLIAM HOFFMAN 
Jewish Hospital Nursing Administration (Nursing Education Fund) 
Gloria Zoole, RN (Ann Morris Fund) 
BUDDY HOLTZMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Chackes (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
LINDA HYATT 
Shael amd Annette Bronson 
ROY JACKSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, Jr. (Messing Chair in Pathology Fund) 
MARIE JORDAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Kelsie Pylant (Ann Morris Fund for Oncology Nursing) 
JENNIE JOSEPHSON 
Mary and Harold Ebert 
GERTRUDE KAPLAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Friedman (Dorismae Friedman Rehabilitation 
Library Fund) 
Leonard and Hortense Growe (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Harvey Kornblum (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Lasky (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lux 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Rita and Gene Pearline (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Prince (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Charlotte Speilberg (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
MOTHER of RABBI & MRS. HOWARD KAPLANSKY 
Ellen and Ron Levinson (Alma & Joseph Levinson Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
HERMAN KATCHER 
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kramer 
BENKATZ 
Leonard and Shirley Pearl (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mahlon and Maureen Rubin (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Fund) 
NATHAN KLEIN 
Fannie Nelson 
SISTER of MR. & MRS. STANLEY KOLKER 
Alan and Hattie Berger 
HAROLD KOPLAR 
Mrs. Robert Schoknecht (Sam & Jeanette Koplar Rehabilitation & 
Equipment Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
 HARVEY KOPMAN 
Mickey and Allyn Aach (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Joan and Claude Abrams (Joseph Abrams Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Adreon 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baizer (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
Fern and Elliot Bender 
Marion and Mel Berkowitz 
June and Arthur Bierman (June & Arthur Bierman Hematology Fund) 
Esther Blumoff (Heart Research Fund) 
Eleanor Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Chackes (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Rosalie Chod 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cohen  (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Cohen (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fishel (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Fisher (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Frank and Carol Flotken (Geri Jaffe Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Friedman (Shirley Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Barry and Elaine Friedman (Ann & Abe Moskowitz Fund for Cancer 
Research) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gellman 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ghertner (Heart Research Fund) 
Selma and Elmer Gidlow (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
Hortense Goodman (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation Oncology) 
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Gould (Dorothy & Courtney Gould Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. David Hayman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Charles and Rose Hughes 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Jasper (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Pat Kaiser (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Karney (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs.  Ben Kessler  (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research 
Fund) 
Ruth Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Kleban 
Renee Kligman (Nathan & Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Shirley Laycob Kornblum (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endowment 
Fund) 
Joyce and Marvin Kosky 
Dr. and Mrs. Justin Kraner (Dr. Milton Meyerhardt Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Edgar Levin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levinsohn (Heart Research Fund) 
Stan and Ann Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Librach (Evelyn Treumann Stroke Registry) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Liebert (Heart Research Fund) 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Edna Mathes (Robert & Edna Mathes Nursing Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mathes (Nathan & Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Betsy Mehlman (Rose & Sam Feldman Memorial Fund) 
Mark Mehlman Realty Inc. (Rose & Sam Feldman Memorial Fund) 
Eileen and Alvin Nissenbaum 
Mr.   and   Mrs.   Meyer  Pankewer   (Dorothy  P.  Jasper-Rita  Polinsky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pearline (Heart Research Fund) 
Allen and Saretta Portnoy (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Leo Rosen (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Don and Peggy Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Schmidt (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Gene & Betty Schneider (Harry, Gene & Murray Schneider Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Schweizer (Helen & Walter Wolff Cardiovascular 
Fund) 
Marcia Shapiro (Heart Research Fund) 
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Mr. and Mrs. Dan Siegel 
Mr.  an Mrs. Ted Smith  (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Center 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spector (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Virginia Spewak (Heart Research Fund) 
Charlotte Spielberg (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Turken (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Ukman 
Mr. and Mrs. James Watel 
Ethel and Sam Weber (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Peggy Weiss (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Joyce and Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Zwick 
ABEKOPOLOW 
Frank and Carol Flotken (Alene & Meyer Kopolow Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Lois and Marshall Greenman 
Mrs. Reggie Klein (Alene & Meyer Kopolow Fund) 
John L. Kopolow (Paula & Ludwig Michel Surgical Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Mann (Mayer Mitchell Heart Fund) 
Ronald and Linda Rich 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Serkes (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Stansen (Meyer and Alene Kopolow) 
GRANDSON of CLARA KORNBLUM 
Marjorie Cohn (Ann Morris Fund) 
NATHAN KRUTCHIK 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Slosberg 
 OLGAKUESTER 
Irwin R. Harris (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
 SYLVIA LEANSE 
Eugene Schweig and Lisa Kantor (Eugene Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
MEYER LERMAN 
Charles and Gail Eisenkramer (Eisenkramer Cancer Fund) 
Ruth and Morton Tucker (Sanf ord Gad Hospice Fund) 
Linda, Harvey,  Brad and David Wallace  (Marilyn Fixman Cancer 
Center) 
JOHNLERNER 
Mike and Sandi Dorrin (Natalie Wald Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Sanf ord Wax (Cancer Research Fund) 
ROBERT LESSER 
Dr. and Mrs. Maurice J. Keller (Robert Lesser Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scharf f, Jr. (Robert C. Lesser Fund) 
Mrs. Eugene Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
EDGAR LEVIN 
Joan and Claude Abrams (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bank 
Gwen Bernstein (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Eleanor Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. William Eiseman, Jr. 
Dorothy and Billy Firestone (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Louis Gelber 
Bernard and Irma Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ghertner (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
Leonard and Hortense Growe (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Pat Kaiser (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ben Kessler  (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Kleban 
Renee Kligman (Nathan & Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kline 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Librach (Evelyn Treumann Stroke Registry) 
Ellis and Edie Lipsitz 
Perry and Shirleen Mehlman (Rose & Sam Feldman Memorial Fund) 
Allen and Saretta Portnoy (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Leslie and Gloria Portnoy (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Ross (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
Etta Rothman (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Gene and Betty Schneider (Harry, Gene & Murray Schneider Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Schweizer II (Helen & Walter Wolff Cardiovascular 
Fund) 
Charlotte Spielberg (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Elliot Stein (Mary Ann and Elliot Stein Endowment Fund) 
Jill Stein (Mary Ann and Elliot Stein Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Stone 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Ukman 
Lee and Barbara Wagman (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Marsha and Gary Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Marilyn Yalem 
FELICE LEVINSOHN 
Frank and Carol Flotken (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship 
Fund) 
JOSEPH LEVINSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rochman (Cancer Research Fund) 
JACKIE LEVY 
Evelyn and Herbert Perlmutter (Cancer Research Fund) 
JANE LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Brown (Harry L. Franc, Jr. Fund) 
 LOUIS LEVY 
Fran and Erwin Lerner 
 MAX LEVY 
Paul Blank (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
ESTHER LEWIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Rodrick Lewin (Mary & Ely Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
REBECCA LINDNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Isidore Silver 
SON of MR. & MRS. KELLY LUNNIE 
Letty and Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
 NATHAN MANESON 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. S.S. Crasilneck (Dorothy Bogard Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Waldbaum 
 LORRAINE MARCUS 
Mrs. Earl Susman (Earl Susman Fund) 
IDA MARKOWITZ 
(Contributions are for the Elaine Seldin Kornblum Home Care Endow- 
ment Fund 
unless otherwise noted). 
Sylvan and Celia Jo Agatstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Arndt, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Berland 
Patrick Bryan 
Mary R. Burgheim 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Dubinsky 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert 
Dr. and Mrs. I. Jerome Fiance 
Rose Floret 
Mrs. Melvin Kirstein (Dr. Melvin Kirstein Fund) 
Birdie Kornblum 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Ogden 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald S. Prince 
Rosalind and Harry Salniker 
Mrs. Edward Schweich 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry Schweich 
Suzy Seldin 
Mrs. Ben H. Senturia 
Mrs. Hymen Shif rin 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Soule 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Steinback 
Mrs. Earl Susman (Earl Susman Fund) 
Dolores Yawitz 
BEATRICE MASUR 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hainsfurther, Jr. (Robert Rosenbaum Fund for 
Ophthalmology) 
Dr.  and  Mrs.  Harry Rosenbaum   (Robert  A.  Rosenbaum  Fund  for 
Opthalmology) 
SADIE MATHIS 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Burstein (OB Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
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J. WESLEY McAFEE 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pearline (Cancer Research Fund) 
 DR. HERMAN MEYER 
Robert and Jeanette Meyer (Dr. & Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship 
Fund) 
 SISTER of JEAN MEYER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
SISTER of MRS. LEO MEYER 
Atta Girls Bowling Team (Alma & Joseph Levinson Nursing School 
Fund) 
 SISTER of MR. & MRS. ROY MEYER 
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
ELIZABETH MILLER 
Rita and Gene Pearline (Cancer Research Fund) 
REGINAMILSTEN 
Mrs. Belle Kaiser (Cancer Research Fund) 
Sara Kaiser (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
ANNAMOREIN 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Eiseman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Friedman (Dorismae Friedman Library Fund) 
Bernard and Irma Gerchen 
Mrs. I.M. Kay (Mr. & Mrs. I.M. Kay Endowment Fund) 
Ruth Kessler (Samuel R. Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kutten 
Thelma and Jay Lawton 
Lois Levin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Lieberman 
Hortense  and  Dan   Morgan   (William,  Dorothy  &  Jerome  Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Joan and Don Quicksilver (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea and Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Marvin and Evelyn Solomon (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Steinbach (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Stone 
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Vittert (Carol Kaufman Cancer Research Fund) 
Bernice and Leonard Wiedershine (Dorismae & Harvey Friedman Pro- 
gram on Aging) 
Marilyn Yalem 
 DR. FRANK MORRISON 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones (Cancer Research Fund) 
 ALMA MUELLER 
Elaine and Harold Blatt 
 CHARLES NADLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Shapiro (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship 
Fund) 
 EMMANAFT 
The Irwin Goldstein Family (Adolph Saf ron Cancer Research Fund) 
FANNATHANSON 
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kramer 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Lux 
Mrs. Samuel Sachs (Louis & Sarah Sachs Memorial Fund) 
 FRIEDA NOVOSON 
Mrs. Irven Dubinsky (Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
 HOWARD NUSSBAUM 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Arndt, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Aronberg (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baizer (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Gwen Bernstein (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Esther Blumoff (William and Donna Nussbaum Research Endowment 
Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Cohen (William & Donna Nussbaum Research 
Endowment Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Dickler 
Ruth Freedman 
Carla Goldstein (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Center) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Goodman (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Gould (Dorothy & Courtney Gould Endowment 
Fund) 
Carolyn Henges 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Dr. and Mrs. James Jenkins (Research Endowment Fund) 
Jewish Hospital Auxiliary Board (William and Donna Nussbaum Re- 
search Endowment Fund) 
Bob and Carol Jones (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Karney (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kline (William & Donna Nussbaum Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kramer 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Lamm 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Landsbaum 
Dr. and Mrs. Sherman LeMaster (William & Donna Nussbaum Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Richard and Faye Levey (Ann Morris Fund) 
Robert Levinsohn (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Levy, Jr. (William and Donna Nussbaum Re- 
search Endowment Fund) 
Joyce and Tom Lewin (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein  (William & Donna Nussbaum Re- 
search Endowment Fund) 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz (William & Donna Nussbaum Endowment 
Fund) 
Marcia Mellitz 
Rose and Edward Miller (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs. John S.  Morrison  (Milton Frank Vascular Research 
Fund) 
Harvey Nathanson 
Patti and Jerry Padawer  (Alan  & Nancy Stein Urologic Research 
Fund) 
Ruth Lynn and Jim Pollak (William & Donna Nussbaum Research En- 
dowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Rosenblum 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea and Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sachs 
Mrs. Lester Seasongood (Seasongood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Shapiro (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern, Jr. (Evelyn B. Stern Nursing Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Stern 
Mrs. Earl Susman (Earl Susman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wegusen 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Winer (Heart Research Fund) 
DR. MARIE NYSWANDER 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs. Harry Rosenberg  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Fred and Ellen Sher (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
 SADE OPATOWSKY 
Paul Blank (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
AUNT of MRS. BETTY PALLO 
Mrs. Mildred Spiegel (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
MARGARET PAYTON 
Paula M. Leonard (Carl & Esther Heif etz Library Fund) 
ISADORE PEARLSTEIN 
Marjorie Cohn (Ann Morris Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Shepard 
SADIE PESKIND 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Anne Bernard (Adolph Bernard Memorial Fund) 
Burton C. Bernard (Adolph Bernard Memorial Fund) 
June and Arthur Bierman (Arthur & June Bierman Hematology Re- 
search Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cohen (Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Errant (Dorothy & Paxton Catlin Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Fisher (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gillerman 
Lois and Marshall Greenman 
Mrs. Jerome Grosby (Alma & Joseph Levinson Nursing Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mrs. Marvin Harris 
Harvey Kornblum (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endowment Fund) 
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Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Levin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Lois Levin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Isabelle Levy (Geri Jaffe Rothman Fund for Breast Cancer Research) 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Rennard (Dr. David Rothman Fund) 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry Rosenberg  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Nancy Sachar (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endowment Fund) 
Rose and Bill Schoenfeld 
Karen and Mark Zorensky (Ann Morris Fund) 
 FATHER of MARGE PHILLIPS 
Emily Huber (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
Jewish Hospital School of Nursing Faculty (LaVera Ryder Nurses 
Loan Fund) 
HELEN POLINSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Chod (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Frankel (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memo- 
rial Fund) 
Fay Friedman (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Edith Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Mrs. Lester Gallant (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Carl and Annetta Gallop (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Gloria and Sam Goldblatt (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. David Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Pat Kaiser (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Sam and Helen Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Legow (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin S. Lerner (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Ann Loomstein (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Robyn   Loomstein-Mintz   (Dorothy  Jasper-Rita   Polinsky   Memorial 
Fund) 
Mark Mehlman Realty Inc. (Rose & Sam Feldman Memorial Fund) 
Mr.   and   Mrs.   Meyer  Pankewer   (Dorothy   P.  Jasper-Rita  Polinsky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs. Ben Ragin  (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Don and Peggy Ross (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Sis and Nate Shapiro (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
ELAINE POLLAK 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Rich (Heart Research Fund) 
HATTIEPOORE 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Frankel (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney A. Goldberg (Hortense Lewin Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Jane and Elliot Kochmann 
Mrs.  Birdie Kornblum   (Elaine Kornblum  Home  Care Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schneider (Harry, Gene & Murray Schneider En- 
dowment Fund) 
Babs, Bruce and Daniel Shapiro 
SARAH RABICOFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Steiner (Evelyn B. Stern Nursing Scholarship 
Fund) 
GUSSIE REYNOLDS 
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Aronberg (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
Ellanie Balber (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Josephine Bearman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Lillian J. Beck 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Gwen Bernstein (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund"! 
Dena Cohen (Julius & Dena Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Mrs. Dudley J. Cohen (Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cohen (Cancer Research Fund) 
Pearl Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam L. Demoff (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Sam Freund (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Florence Gallant (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Irwin and Helen Gittelman (Letty Korn Breast Ca icer Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Pearl Goldstein (Ely and Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Jeanette Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Renee and Martin Gross 
Rose and Max Jackman 
Mrs. I.M. Kay (Mr. and Mrs. I.M. Kay Endowment Fund) 
Sam and Helen Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kutten 
Mrs. Frances Lane 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Langsam (Hortense Lewin Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Langsdorf (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Lasky (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Ben Lass (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Ted and Harriet Levin (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Natalie Levy (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mrs. Marion Lieberman (Bernard Lieberman Parkinson Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Mathes (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Rennard (Dr. David Rothman Fund) 
Mrs. Saul Rubin (Saul and Rebecca Rubin Cancer Research Fund) 
Burdie  Schermer   (Robert   and   Edna  Mathes  Nursing  Scholarship 
Fund) 
Ethel Selzer (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Shapiro (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sigoloff 
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Smith (Dr. Alfred Goldman Pulmonary Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Steinbach (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Steinback 
Nat and Hilda Tucker (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Vittert (Carol Kaufman Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Ethel & Meyer Weil Otolaryngology Equip- 
ment Fund) 
Sanford and Ellen Weiss 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Winer (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mrs. Sol Wolff (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
JOHNJ.ROOS 
Rosemary Roos (Selma K. Roos Fund) 
The Barry Worth Family (Selma K. Roos Fund) 
DR. RALPH ROSEN 
Dr. Alan H. Morris (Ann Morris Fund for Oncology Nursing) 
ROSA ROSEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bodenheimer 
SAMUEL ROSENBERG 
Natalie and Jerry Kessler 
BLANCHE RUBINSTEIN 
Mrs. Irvin Bettman (Sidney Rothschild Medical Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Einstein (Major & Julia Einstein Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Carl Glaser (H. Lister Tuholske Fund) 
Mrs. Ralph Lowenbaum (Dr. Llewellyn Sale, Sr. Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Rashbaum (Mabel & Simon Frank Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea & Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab (Mr. & Mrs. Harry Milton Endowment 
Fund) 
Phyllis and Steve Smith (Louis Rubin Medical Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
 MARCELLA RUTLEDGE 
Jewish Hospital Nursing Administration (Nursing Education Fund) 
Gloria Zoole, RN (Ann Morris Fund) 
NORMAN SACHS 
Paul Blank (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
EVA SALON 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rosenthal 
CHARLOTTE SANDER 
Harold and Ruth Marglous (Rubin & Mary Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Sally and Bonnie Ross (Irven Dubinsky Heart Fund) 
SOL SANDERS 
Gussie and Tillie Frenzel (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Crissie and George Glass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Etta Weber (Heart Research Fund) 
WILLIAM CRAIG SANDLER 
Fay Friedman (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Jo Ann and Ronny Sandier 
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 NATHAN SANDWEISS 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Goffstein (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Al and Irene Hyman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Pat Kaiser (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Herman and Mildred Katsev (Heart Research Fund) 
Barbara Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Sigolof f (Heart Research Fund) 
 FATHER of SUE SCHLICTER 
Judy   and   Mark  Goodman   (Arnold   Goodman   Fund  for  Radiation 
Oncology) 
STEPHEN SCHNEIDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bobroff (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Schol- 
arship Fund) 
Mrs. I. Dankner (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Charles   and   Gail   Eisenkramer   (Charles   &   Evelyn   Eisenkramer 
Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Frankel (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Fay Friedman (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Carl and Annetta Gallop (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Jeanette Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Sadie Greenberg (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Bernice and Sam Lerman 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Phil and Francine Mariam (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roth (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Roth (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Vittert (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
EVELYN SCHREIBER 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Karsh (Joseph D. Karsh Library Fund) 
 SYLVIA SCHWARTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Deutch (Cancer Fund) 
Al and Irene Hyman (Cancer Research Fund) 
BESS SHAPIRO 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Manesberg (Rubin & Mary Cohen Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marglous (Rubin & Mary Cohen Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Mohr (Rubin & Mary Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Mrs. Saul Rubin (Saul & Rebecca Rubin Cancer Research Fund) 
KENNETH SILVERBLATT 
Dr. and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
 GENE SIMON 
Ruth Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
BROTHER of MR. & MRS. BUD SLOSBURG 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald S. Prince (Elaine Kornblum Home Care Endow- 
ment Fund) 
SALLY SMITH 
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Chinsky (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Schol- 
arship Fund) 
 MRS. MORRIS SOBIN 
Mrs. Lillian Landis 
 FLORENCE SOLOMON 
Mrs. Melvin Hilb (Julian Simon Research Fund) 
Miss Rose Weisl (Julian Simon Research Fund) 
 HARRY STEIN 
Patty Glaser (Corrine, Joseph & Fuller Glaser Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Goodman (Heart Research Fund) 
Adolph and Irene Sherman (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
MALCOLM STEINER 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rosenheim (Malcolm Steiner Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shif rin (Malcolm Steiner Fund) 
 FATHER of VICKI STOGEL 
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Schulman (Cancer Research Fund) 
SADIE STREUSAND 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Nancy  Bry and  Richard  Lewin  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Mr.  and Mrs. Donald Cornbleet  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Fisher (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs. Harry Rosenberg  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
JOHANNATENNENBAUM 
Dr. and Mrs. Aaron Birenbaum 
 PHILIP TREMBOT 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Lester Feldman (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
The   Fred   Krachmalnick   and   Kohn   Families   (Jacqueline   Hirsch 
Brown Memorial Fund) 
Robert M. Ross (Florence & Bernie Ross Endowment Fund) 
 MOTHER of MR. & MRS. MAX URMACHER 
Fran and Erwin Lerner 
STANLEY VICTOR 
Elmer and Selma Gidlow (Cancer Research Fund) 
Dorothy   and   Lester   Lowenstein   (Dr.   Melvin   Kirstein   Fund   in 
Cardiology) 
Bea Roufa (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Strauss 
Mrs. Earl Susman (Earl Susman Fund) 
RUTH VON PHUL 
Mrs. Harry Franc (Harry L. Franc, Jr. Fund) 
ERNEST WADEL 
Mrs. Herbert Frank (Marjorie Frank Lesser Fellowship in Psychiatry) 
 MARVIN WALKER 
Henry Martin 
MARYWANGLER 
Pearl Hitt (Roland Hitt Fund for Cancer Research) 
ALBERT WANT 
Phyllis Leipziger (Ralph Hirsch Cancer Research Fund) 
ROSE WEISL 
Mrs. David Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Sara T. Kaiser (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Rose Sheffler (Julian Simon Research Fund) 
Saedee Solomon (Alma & Joseph Levinson Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer & Ethel Weil Equipment Fund) 
ETHEL WELGUS 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Lef rak 
 MOTHER of LINDA WHITELEY 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Lef rak 
EDWARD WIDES 
Gloria Cotlar (Louis Rubin Medical Research Fund) 
Marcia and Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rochman (Cancer Research Fund) 
 FANNY WIDES 
Gloria Cotlar (Louis Rubin Medical Research Fund) 
 NATHAN WOLF 
Joan and Don Quicksilver (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schneider (Harry, Gene & Murray Schneider En- 
dowment Fund) 
MORTON ZALK 
Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Baer II (Mr. & Mrs. F. B. Baer Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamer (Probstein-Koplar Brace Fund) 
Mrs. I.M. Kay (Mr. & Mrs. I.M. Kay Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Levis, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Londy (Mabel & Simon Frank Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall (Probstein-Koplar Brace Fund) 
Mrs. Stanley Richman (Barbara & Stanley Richman Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea & Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Samuels (Theodore & Edna Samuels Fund) 
Mrs. Eugene S. Schweig, Jr. (Eugene S.Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Serkes (Dr. William Peck Research Fund) 
Richard Turner 
Buddy Walton (Probstein-Koplar Brace Fund) 
Mr.  and  Mrs. Richard Wolfheim   (Wolfheim  Fund for Hematology 
Research) 
 SISTER of MR. & MRS. JULIUS ZINNER 
Elsie Weil (Cancer Research Fund) 
 FATHER of DR. & MRS. DAVID ZOHN 
The Rachelson's 
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 Election to Clayton School Board of JAN ABRAMS 
Rick and Sandra Hitt (Roland Hitt Fund for Cancer Research) 
Graduation of JOAN ABRAMS 
Helene Reitman 
Mrs. Saul Rubin (Saul & Rebecca Rubin Cancer Research Fund) 
Birthday of JEANNE ADELSON 
Celia Jo and Sylvan Agatstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sale (Dorothea & Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Strassner (Heart Research Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. WILLIAM ADLER 
Al and Irene Hyman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of BEN ALLEN 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
 Graduation of RICHARD ALPORT 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Gernstein 
Recovery of FRANK ALTMAN 
Use Altman & Children (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Thank You to MR. and MRS. JACOB ALTMAN 
Use Altman (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of JAKE ALTMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Frankel (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Mabel Howell (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Harvey Lehrer (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of RUTH ARONBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dalton 
Amy and Herman Heyman (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Isaacs, III (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
Rose and Max Jackman (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
Barry and Louise Mandel 
Mrs. Alvin Novack (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Samuel Sachs (Louis & Sara Sachs Memorial Fund) 
Marilyn Yalem 
Bar Mitzvah of Son of MR. and MRS. RANDY ARST 
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Fleishman 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Karney (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Recovery of LEE ASKUVICH 
Norma Cherry and Volunteer Committee 
Special Birthday of MRS. MANNY AVERBUCH 
Frank and Use Altman (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of MANNY AVERBUCH 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Altman (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of J. ARTHUR BAER II 
Barbara and Ralph Lowenbaum 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea & Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wolf heim 
New Arrival of Son of MR. and MRS. ROBERT BAKER 
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rochman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. IRVEN BARKER 
Mr. and Mrs. William Errant (Dorothy & Paxton Catlin Heart Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Laba (Earl Susman Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. JEROME BARKER 
Mrs. Harry Agress (Harry and June Agress Cardiology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Errant (Dorothy & Paxton Catlin Heart Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. CHARLES BARON 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hearsh (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Schweizer II (Helen & Walter Wolff Cardiovascular 
Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. SOL BASKIN 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
 Recovery of DR. SIMON BAUMGARTEN 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Burstein (OB Library Fund) 
Special Birthday of B.L. BEARMAN 
Nancy Bry and  Richard  Lewin  (Lisa  Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. Eugene Schweig (Eugene Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. JOSEPH BERGER 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Charles Baer (Ely and Mary Goldstein Nursing Schol- 
arship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Francis (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Hamburg (Cancer Research Fund) 





DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Graduation of JEFF BERNSTEIN 
Jane Goldberg (William, Dorothy & Jerome Molasky Memorial Fund) 
 Bar Mitzvah of Grandson of MR. and MRS. ARTHUR BIERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gidlow (Bierman Hematology Research Fund) 
 Recovery of TOM BLEITH 
Norma and Marvin Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
 In Appreciation of AL BLEIWEISS 
Sol Feit 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. FRANK BLOCK 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greensfelder (Martha K. Greensfelder Research 
Fund) 
Recovery of BOBBI BLUM 
June Bierman (Arthur & June Bierman Hematology Research Fund) 
Carolyn and Martin Bloom (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Esther Blumoff 
Norma Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Center) 
Mrs. Mary Feldberg 
Jewish Hospital Auxiliary Board 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fishel (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gidlow (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kline (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Legow (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Elaine Levinsohn & the Volunteer Committee 
Mary Marblestone (Heart Research Fund) 
Don and Peggy Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Marcia Shapiro (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spewak (Heart Research Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. SAUL BLUMENTHAL 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Jasper (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of HARRY BOBROFF 
Mr. and Mrs. David Hayman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
New Home of MR. and MRS. LES BOROWSKY 
Rita and Barry Worth 
Bar Mitzvah of Son of MR. and MRS. DICK BRAMS 
Barry and Dale Sharon (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of JOYCE BRANDT 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Siegfried 
Special Birthday of DR. LESLIE BRANDWIN 
Robert and Jan Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Special Birthday of ELEANOR BRIN 
Bobby, Juan, & Little Bobby Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of MAX BRODER 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lieberman (Heart Research Fund) 
In Appreciation of ROSE BROMBURD 
Sol Feit 
JCCA Past Presidency of HARVEY BROWN 
Norman and Tootie Kessler (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of TERRY BRY 
Penny and Jeff Feldman (Marcus Feldman Cancer Research Fund) 
Birthday of DeVERA BURG 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Soule (Dr. Samuel Soule Research Fund) 
Recovery of BETTY BURKE 
Gene and Betty Schneider (Harry, Gene & Murray Schneider Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Special Birthday of DR. ROBERT BURSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. P.M. Rosenthal (OB Library Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of ERV BUXNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of SENTA CANN 
Marty and Marian Katz (Dr. David Rothman Fund) 
Special Birthday of JUDY CAPES 
Robert and Sheila Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr.   and   Mrs.   Kenneth   Langsdorf   (Langsdorf   Fund   for   New 
Americans) 
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Stansen (Alene and Meyer Kopolow Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wolff (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of ZOLA CARP 
Marcia and Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
  Election of Auxiliary Secretary of NORMA CHERRY 
Marilyn Zimbalist 
Recovery of ROSALIE CHOD 
Mickey Aach (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Janet and Ben Alper (Dorothy Bogard Memorial Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Charline Baizer (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
June and Arthur Bierman (June & Arthur Bierman Hematology Fund) 
Carolyn and Marty Bloom (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Joy and Ivan Chorlins (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Lester Feldman (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Frank and Carol Flotken (Geri Jaf f e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Elaine Friedman (Ann & Abe Moskowitz Fund) 
Edith Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Selma and Elmer Gidlow (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goldstein 
Bernice Grossman (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hughes 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Jewish Hospital Auxiliary Board 
Carol Jones 
Col.  and Mrs.  Murray Kleinfeld  (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kline (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff ery Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Elaine Levinson and Volunteer Committee (Letty Korn Breast Cancer 
Fund) 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Betty Pallo (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Leonard and Shirley Pearl (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Don and Peggy Ross (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Laura Lee and Jerry Scissors (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Audrey Shanf eld 
Bob and Marcia Shapiro (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Sis and Nate Shapiro (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sher (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Charlotte and Ralph Sherberg (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
Beverly Turken (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
Joyce and Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
  Installation as Auxiliary Treasurer of ROSALIE CHOD 
Marilyn Zimbalist 
New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. AL CHOTIN 
Mr.  and Mrs. Sandy  Goffstein  (Marilyn Fixman  Cancer Research 
Center) 
 Special Birthday of CHARLES COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Eiseman, Jr. 
Goldee Miller (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Eugene Schweig (Eugene Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of DR. FRANK COHEN 
Ed and Maria Cohen (Frank and Dorothy Cohen Research & Educa- 
tion Fund) 
Jerry and Joan Kaskowitz & Family (Frank & Dorothy Cohen Re- 
search & Education Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Kof sky (Frank & Dorothy Cohen Research & Edu- 
cation Fund) 
Special Award of JAMES COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. AND MRS. LESTER L. COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Slosberg 
Recovery of MRS. MALLORY COHEN 
Merle and Marcee Silverstein (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
Fannie Waldman (Arnold Goodman Fund) 
Continued Good Health of MAX COHEN 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
 Recovery of MRS. MILTON COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blath 
Confirmation of Son of DR. and MRS. ROBERT COHEN 
Phyllis and Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
Speedy Recovery of ROSE COHEN 
Sara Kaiser (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recoveries of MR. and MRS. SAMUEL COHEN 
Lester and  Jody Rosenblatt   (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Recovery of SYLVIA COHEN 
Don and Beverly Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blath 
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Mr.  and Mrs. Samuel Cohen  (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Beatrice Davis Feinstein (Cancer Research Fund) 
David, Susan, David, Jr. and Cindy Henschel (Isadore & Celia Cohen 
Endowment Fund) 
Barbara Katz 
Lester and Judy  Rosenblatt   (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Lenora and Alvin Sachar (Jeanette Spector Nursing Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. BEN COOPER 
Harry and Nancy Shapiro  (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship 
Fund) 
Marriage of MR. and MRS. TOM CORI 
Jerry and Joan Kaskowitz (Emert Kidney Research Fund) 
An Outstanding Job of DEBORAH CORSON 
Karen and Mark Zorensky (Ann Morris Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of ROSE DANKNER 
Sara T. Kaiser (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of SELMA DENNIS 
Edith Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Special Birthday of ELLEN DEUTSCH 
Marcia and Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
 Happy Mother's Day to MRS. LARRY DEUTSCH 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Special Birthday of DR. DONALD DICKLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Levinsohn (Natalie Wald Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lieber, Jr. 
Speedy Recovery of SOL DICKMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Jasper (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
 In Appreciation of DR. JOSEPH W. EADES 
United Hebrew Sisterhood (Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of MR. JOE EDLIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foster (Heart Research Fund) 
Thank You to JANE EISEMAN 
Mrs. Charles Steiner (Evelyn B. Stern Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Birthdays of MR. AND MRS. BEN EMERT 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Abrams (Emert Kidney Reasearch Fund) 
 Special Birthday of MRS. RAYMOND EPSTEIN 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Thank you to MR. and MRS. SHERMAN ETRA 
Stan and Barbara Feldman (Marcus A. Feldman Endowment Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of DORIS FAGIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Siegfried 
New Home of MR. and MRS. NORMAN FARBER 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter (Arthritis Fund) 
  Recovery & Continued Good Health of Mother of JUDY FARKAS 
Norman and Debbie Frager (Geri Jaff e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
New Office of GARY FEDER 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter (Arthritis Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. PAUL FELBERBAUM 
Harry and Nancy Shapiro (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of LEONA FELDMAN 
Mrs. Hester Wolf 
Happy Mother's Day to MRS. LOUIS R. FELDMAN 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
New Arrival of Son of MRS. RHODA FIEBER 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Recovery of RUTH FINN 
Emily Huber (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
New Grandson of MR. and MRS. MARVIN FISHEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goldstein (Cancer Research Fund) 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. ELI FLUSSER 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blath 
Mrs. Jeanette Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Trude and Walter Heiman (Cancer Research Fund) 
 Bar Mitzvah of Grandson of MR. and MRS. ELI FLUSSER 
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Vittert (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Recoveries of MR. and MRS. HARRY FOSTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brod (Eleanor & John Isaacs, Jr. Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Friedman (Dorismae Friedman Library Fund) 
Bernard and Irma Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. John Isaacs III (Eleanor & John Isaacs, Jr. Research 
Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Ruth Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Lois Levin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr.   and   Mrs.   Harold   Levy   (Robert   A.   Rosenbaum   Fund   for 
Ophthalmology) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Levy (Colon & Rectal Surgery Education Fund) 
Hortense  and  Dan  Morgan   (William,  Dorothy  & Jerome  Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Allen and Soretta Portnoy (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Beattie and Joe Rothberg (Dorismae and Harvey Friedman Program 
on Aging) 
Bernice and Leonard Wiedershine 
Marilyn Yalem 
Soho Opening of MR. and MRS. FRANK FOWLE 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Schonwald 
Anniversary of DR. and MRS. ALVIN FRANK 
Mrs. Eugene Schweig, Jr. (Eugene Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
 Engagement of Daughter of DR. and MRS. MELVIN FREEDMAN 
Use and Frank Altman (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of BENTLEY FREEMAN 
Mrs. Mary Feldberg 
 Recovery of RUTH FRENZEL 
Marcia and Robert Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
 Election to Board of Special School District of MRS. BARRY 
FRIEDMAN 
Mrs. John S. Morrison (Milton Frank Vascular Research Fund) 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. FRANK FRIEDMAN 
Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Kay and Arthur Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. FRANK FRIEDMAN 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
New home of MR. and MRS. MEL FRIEDMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Ukman 
Special Birthday of PATTI FROHLICHSTEIN 
Cynthia Frohlichstein (Ruth W. Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. LEONARD FUCHS 
Mrs. Alma Karpf (Louis & Alma Karpf Emphysema Research Fund) 
Children's Graduations of ALLEN FURFINE 
Charlotte and Ralph Sherberg (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
Speedy Recovery of EDITH GAD 
Janet and Ben Alper (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Eleanor Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Anna Lee and Monte Nissenholtz (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Lenora and Alvin Sachar (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Alyce Schneider (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Charlotte and Ralph Sherberg (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Tucker (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Graduation of ELLEN GALE 
Arthur and June Bierman (Arthur & June Bierman Hematology Fund) 
Birthday of DR. IRA GALL 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab (Mr. & Mrs. Harry Milton Endowment 
Fund) 
New Great Grandchild of ROSE GEIGER 
Saedee Solomon (Alma & Joseph Levinson Nursing School Fund) 
Birthday of MARVIN GELBER 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Wiedershine (Heart Research Fund) 
Recovery of MRS. DON GELLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein (Frieda and Lester Handelman Car- 
diology Fund) 
 New Office of JEFF GERSHMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter (Arthritis Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. ELMER GIDLOW 
Ruth Berger (Heart Research Fund) 
Leonard and Hortense Growe (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Hoffman (Heart Research Fund) 
Charlotte Spielberg (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of SARA GINSBERG 
Col. and Mrs. Murray Kleinfeld (Julius & Sara Ginsberg Cancer Re- 
search Fund) 
 Recovery of LARRY GLENN 
Edith Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Special Birthday of IDA GLICK 




DONOR IN HONOR OF 
 Recovery of GUSSIE GLIK 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Foster (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Frank (Marjorie Frank Lesser Fellowship) 
Birthday of JOSEPH GLIK 
Mrs. Eugene Schweig, Jr. (Eugene Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. SOL GOFFSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Goffstein (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
 Birthday of LOIS GOLDBERG 
Lois and Marshall Greenman 
 Speedy Recovery of BOBBE GOLDE 
Mrs. Reggie Klein (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of MRS. ALVIN GOLDFARB 
Jan Kornblet and Children (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Marriage of DR. and MRS. BEN GOLDSTEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Fleishman 
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Gould (Dorothy and Courtney Gould Endow- 
ment Fund) 
Dottie Nauman (Dr. Sidney Goldenberg Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
 Recovery of IDA GOLDSTEIN 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Marcia Shapiro (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. JACK GOLDSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lux (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
 Happy Mother's Day to MRS. HELEN GOLDSTICKER 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Special Birthday of DR. SAM GOLLUB 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Levin 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. CHARLES GOODMAN 
Emily Huber (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
 Special Birthday of SARAH GOODMAN 
Emily Huber (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
  Engagement of Son of MR. and MRS. WILLIAM GORDON 
Dan and Sylvia Zussman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of ABE GREENBERG 
Fannie Nelson 
Birthday of CORINNE GREENBERG 
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Aronberg (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
 Happy Mother's Day to MRS. DAVID GROSBERG 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of LEAH GROSS 
Esther Blumoff 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones (Cancer Research Fund) 
Ruth Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Kathy and Dick Kline 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Ivan and Adrienne Lyss 
Special Birthday of LEAH GROSS 
Beatrice Davis Feinstein (Heart Research Fund) 
E.L. Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Young Lawyer's Award of GARY GROWE 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Ross (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
 New Arrival of Son of THE GUCCIONE'S 
The Ratkin's 
Birthday of ELAINE HAMBURG 
Mrs. Hal Sitrin (Robert Rosenbaum Fund for Ophthalmology) 
 Speedy Recovery of ANITA HANDELMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Frankel 
Bernard and Irma Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. David Hayman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
 New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. LESTER HANDELMAN 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
 New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. NEIL HANDELMAN 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Frieda & Lester Handelman Car- 
diology Fund) 
Birthday of DR. JOSEPH HANDLER 
Ethyle Weinstein (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of ALLEN HANSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spewak (Heart Research Fund) 
Birthday of IRVIN (SONNY) HARRIS 
Victor and Helen Schulein (Ethel & Meyer Weil Equipment Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. John Shelton 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sigolof f 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer & Ethel Weil Equipment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wolf (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of IRWIN HARRIS 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Sigolof f 
Speedy Recovery of SIDNEY HARRIS 
Lil and Elaine Goldstein 
Natalie and Murray Kleinf eld (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Steven and Sharon Kleinf eld (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
In Appreciation of JOYCE HAYES 
Jewish Hospital School of Nursing (Nurses Alumnae Fund) 
 Graduation of Grandson of MR. and MRS. ISRAEL HEIFETZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Weber (Carl & Esther Heif etz Library Fund) 
New Granddaughter of MARTY and ELLIE HENDIN 
Charlotte and Art Kassof f (Diana Rosen Recreational Therapy Fund) 
Engagement of ROY HENDIN and ELLEN JAFFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schwartzman (Adolph Saf ron Cancer Fund) 
New Great Granddaughters of MRS. MELVIN HILB 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Shapiro 
 New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. SAMUEL HIRSHBERG 
Mrs. Louis Lippe (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Mildred Spiegel (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
New Home of MR. and MRS. SYLVAN HOLTZMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter (Arthritis Fund) 
Good Health of BERT HORWITZ 
Eleanor Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs. Samuel Cohen  (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of ESTELLE HORWITZ 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
New Auxiliary VP - MARGIE HORWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. William Ziskind 
Marriage of MR. and MRS. MERLE HORWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Special Birthday of LISA IGLAUER 
Mrs. Harry Agress (Harry and June Agress) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
 Recovery of JOHN ISAACS 
Roz and Ben Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Confirmation of Son of MR. and MRS. WARNER ISAACS 
Ann and Paul Lux (Eleanor & John Issacs, Jr. Research Fund) 
Phyllis and Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
Speedy Recovery of CAROL JACOBSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bank 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. ERWIN JAFFE 
Geri Rothman (Geri Jaffe Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
 Recovery of MRS. BARRY JASPER 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memo- 
rial Fund) 
Graduation of DANIEL JASPER 
Sam and Gloria Goldblatt (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
In Appreciation of JEWISH HOSPITAL NURSES - 5200 
Lynne,  Michael,  Jay,  and  Adam  Luck   (Joseph  Abrams  Memorial 
Fund) 
In Appreciation of MRS. PAT JOHNSON, R.N. 
Greg, Mary Jane and Erin Baker (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
First Birthday of ELIAH DAVID KAGAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Frohlichstein (Ruth W. Portnoy Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. S.R. Portnoy (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
Birthday of MICHAEL KAGAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Frohlichstein (Ruth W. Portnoy Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Special Birthday of SARA KAGAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Frohlichstein (Ruth W. Portnoy Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Special Birthday of BELLE KAISER 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blath 
Mary Freedman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mrs. Saul Rubin (Saul & Rebecca Rubin Cancer Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. MORRIS KAISERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fishel 
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 Speedy Recovery of MORRIE KALMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Bar Mitzvah of Son of DR. and MRS. STEPHEN KAMINSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
 Recovery of ROSE KAPLAN 
Mrs. Tama Bushman (Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr.  and Mrs.  Samuel Cohen  (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Mrs. Bernice Grossman (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Bea Roufa 
Birth of son of MR. and MRS. ALLAN KAUFMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rochman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of RUTH KAY 
Carolyn Kutten 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Wolff 
Special Anniversary of DR. and MRS. JOSEPH KENDIS 
Mrs. Milton Frank (Milton Frank Vascular Research Fund) 
Mrs. Samuel Sachs (Louis & Sarah Sachs Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Toder (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Special Birthday of ESSIE KESSLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Shapiro (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tober 
Birthday of HARRY KESSLER 
Ruth Freedman 
Birthday of HELEN KLEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Weil (Meyer & Ethel Weil Equipment Fund) 
In Appreciation of DR. ALFRED KNIGHT 
Greg, Mary Jane and Erin Baker (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Librach (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
Special Birthday of IRVIN KOPLAR 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goodman (Cancer Research Fund) 
Selma and Irvin Susman (Harold M. Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of AL KOPOLOW 
Charles   and   Gail   Eisenkramer   (Charles   &   Evelyn   Eisenkramer 
Cancer Fund) 
Graduation of ALAN KORN 
Joanie and Mark Goldstein (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Special Birthday of SANDY KRACHMALNICK 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of CAROLYN KRANZBERG 
Vida Goodman (Goodman Cancer Research Fund) 
Recovery of FRANCES KRAUS 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Shapiro (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship 
Fund) 
Special Birthday of ELMER KUHS 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of LINDA KUSMER 
Letty and Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
  New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. JOSEPH KUTTEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Lawton (OB-GYN Education Fund) 
Allen and Gloria Molasky (William, Dorothy & Jerome Molasky) 
The J. Rothberg's 
Marilyn Yalem 
 Engagement of BARBARA LANGSAM and MIKE SHULMAN 
David and Elana Spitzberg Smith (Heart Research Fund) 
New Daughter of MR. and MRS. WILLIAM LANTINI 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Special Birthday of CHUCK LAPIN 
Rita and Gene Pearline (Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthdays of NAOMI and MANNY LASKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Siegel 
Mr. and Mrs. David Smith (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Marriage of Son of MR. and MRS. JERRY LEGOW 
Fran and Erwin Lerner 
Special Birthday of LOUIS LEIPZIGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of LAURIE LEMBECK 
Ken and Geri Rothman (Geri Jaf f e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Birthday of DR. MILTON LENOBEL 
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Schulman 
New Grandson of DR. and MRS. PHILIP LEVENS 
Mrs. Jeanette Gould (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Mildred Spiegel (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Happy Mother's Day to MRS. KURT LEVI 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Bat Mitzvah of KAY LEVIN 
Mrs. Jerome Grosby (Borman-Harris Parkinson Fund) 
In Appreciation of DR. LAURENCE LEVINE 
Ida Goldstein (Meyer & Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Equipment Fund) 
Special Birthday of NORVEL LEVINE 
Marilyn Yalem 
 New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. JULES LEVISON 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Hortense and Dan Morgan (William, Dorothy & Jerome Molasky) 
Award Recevied by KAREN LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Margulis (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Special Birthday of BOB LEWIN 
Kathy and Dick Kline 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. KARL LIEBERMAN 
Geri Rothman (Geri Jaff e Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MARILYN LIEBERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fishel (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Research Center) 
Birthday of ABE LIPSITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Jaffe (Geri Jaffe Rothman Cancer Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Potashnick 
Special Birthday of JUDY LIPSITZ 
Elaine and Joe Berger (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship 
Fund) 
Patti and Jerry Padawer (Alan & Nancy Stein Urologic Research 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Stansen (Alene and Meyer Kopolow Fund) 
Birthday of MRS. HARRY LOEB 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Steiner (Evelyn B. Stern Nursing Scholarship 
Fund 
Special Birthday of STEVE LOEB 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byers 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Fisher (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Grodsky (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Joyce and Frank Jacobs (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Rita and Ed Levis (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Barbara and Ralph Lowenbaum (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Putzel (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Suzy Seldin (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. David Smith (Benjamin Loeb Endowment Fund) 
Graduation of Grandson of ANN LOOMSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Handelman (Frieda & Lester Handelman Cardiol- 
ogy Fund) 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. HENRY LOWENHAUPT 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rothschild (Dorothea & Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of ARTHUR LUSTGARTEN 
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Rosenthal (Jack Aaron Lyss Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of DR. STANLEY LYSS 
Geri Rothman (Geri Jaffe Rothman Fund for Breast Cancer Research) 
 Special Birthday of CRAIG MAER 
Linda and Harvey Wallace (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
 Happy Mother's Day to MRS. J.E. MALEN 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
New Grandson of MR. and MRS. CURTIS L. MANN 
The Perlmutters: Les, Edyce, Neal and Ed (Abe and Lottie Schneider 
Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of RUTH MARGET 
Richard Yalem 
 Special Birthday of HAROLD MARGLOUS 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blath 
Special Birthday of MARY MARGOLIES 
Mrs. Minnie Blass 
Mr.  and Mrs.  Hyman Kaufman  (Carol Kaufman Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Mrs. Rose Klamon (Ann Morris Fund) 
Anne Schimel and Saul Schimel (Ann Morris Fund) 
Mrs. Grace Schneider (Carol Kaufman Cancer Research Fund) 
Frances and Maurice Seidel 
New Grandchild of DOLORES MARIAM 
Saedee Solomon (Alma & Joseph Levinson Nursing School Fund) 
Special Birthday of MARTHA MARIAM 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Josal Professional Services Fund) 
Ann Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
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Speedy Recovery of BORIS MARTIN 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
 Marriage of Daughter of MR. and MRS. MONROE MATHES 
Ruth Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Birthday of STEVE MATHES 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz & Zachary (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
 Anniversary of MR. and MRS. BERNARD MELLITZ 
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Rosenbaum (Robert Rosenbaum Fund) 
 Marriage of JUDITH MEYERSON and STEVEN GORIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Heyman (Dr. & Mrs. Herman Meyer Scholarship 
Fund) 
Birthday & Recovery of IRENE MINKOFF 
Ethyle Weinstein (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
 Marriage of Son of MR. and MRS. MORTON MITCHELL 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spewak (Mayer-Mitchell Heart Fund) 
Chaim and Marilyn Zimbalist 
Birthday of IRWIN MOHR 
Bertram Mohr (Rubin and Mary Cohen Endowment Fund) 
Marriage of MR. and MRS. JAMES MOOG 
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Cohen (Hubert & lima Moog Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kramer 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf (Hubet P. and Irma C. Moog Endowment 
Fund) 
Mrs. A.L. Netter (Hubert & Irma Moog Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
Recovery of HERMAN MOSTOW 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Librach (Evelyn Treumann Stroke Registry) 
New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. DAVID MOULTON 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
 Recovery of MRS. BEN MUCHNICK 
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Treichlinger 
 Special Birthday of MRS. SOL NADLMAN 
Harry and Nancy Shapiro (Harry & Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Happy Mother's Day to MRS. S. NATHANSON 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Election of DAVID NATIONS 
Jim and Nancy Jenkins (Research Endowment Fund) 
In Appreciation of SIMA NEEDLEMAN, A.C.S.W. 
Greg, Mary Jane and Erin Baker (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
In Appreciation of DR. D. MICHAEL NELSON 
Greg, Mary Jane, and Erin Baker (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
Special Birthday of BURT NEWMAN 
Marc and Myra Tenzer (Max Tenzer Cancer Fund) 
Special Birthday of ERIC NEWMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bamberger 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Londe (Mabel and Simon Frank Memorial Re- 
search Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sale (Dorothea & Louis Rothschild Fund) 
Audrey and Hy Senturia 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turner 
Special Birthday of MRS. LESTER NIEMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Eiseman, Jr. 
Special Birthday of ALLEN OGLANDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Karney (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Recovery of MAX OLEVITCH 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cohen (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of JULIAN ORENSTEIN 
Les and Bobette Serenco (Louis & Alma Karpf Emphysema Research 
Fund) 
Graduation of CINDY PASS 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. ISADORE PASS 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Handelman (Frieda and Lester Handelman Car- 
diology Fund) 
 Graduation of Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. ISADORE PASS 
Mr. amd Mrs. David Hayman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Graduation of JAMES PASS 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Handelman (Frieda and Lester Handelman Car- 
diology Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
Happy Mother's Day to NITA PASS 
Marcia. Robert, Cliff & Robyn Pass  (Carl Pass Diabetic Research 
Fund) 
Graduation of RANDY PASS 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Recovery of LEONARD PEARL 
Col.  and  Mrs.  Murray Kleinfeld  (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer 
Fund) 
Lillian Litt (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yalem (Jerry Kaiser-Irma Blank Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of CLAIRE PERLMUTTER 
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bank 
New Office of RENEE POE 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter (Arthritis Fund) 
 Dedication of Pokross Chair of MR. and MRS. DAVID POKROSS 
Jess and Sylvia Stern (Hortense Lewin Scholarship Fund) 
Birthday of RUTH PORTNOY 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Frohlichstein (Ruth W. Portnoy Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Birthday of STANWOOD PORTNOY 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Frohlichstein (Ruth W. Portnoy Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Birthday of MILDRED PRAGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greensfelder (Martha K. Greensfelder Research 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Recovery of EDWARD PRICE 
Fannie Nelson 
Recovery of MORRIS PUTTERMAN 
Joan and Claude Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of MRS. LOUIS PUTZEL 
Sylvan and Celia Jo Agatstein (Evelyn Treumann Stroke Registry) 
Arthur and June Bierman (Arthur and June Bierman Hematology Re- 
search Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert (Helen R. and Henry V. Putzel Schol- 
arship Fund) 
Selma Gidlow (Helen & Henry Putzel Scholarship Fund) 
Elaine Levinsohn & Volunteer Committee  (Helen & Henry Putzel 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Meyer (Helen & Henry Putzel Scholarship Fund) 
Robyn Loomstein-Mintz (Helen & Henry Putzel Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Shif rin 
Elliot Stein (Mary Ann & Elliot Stein Endowment Fund) 
Thank you to MR. and MRS. LOUIS PUTZEL 
Barbara Tarantola (Helen & Henry Putzel Scholarship Fund) 
 Birthday of BILLIE RECHTER 
Betty Abeles 
Speedy Recovery of EDNA REIMANN 
Bernice Grossman (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of FAY REISS 
Susan Reiss (Jewish Hospital Chaplaincy Fund) 
 Medical School Graduation of LAWRENCE EVAN REITMAN 
June and Arthur Bierman (Arthur and June Bierman Hematology Re- 
search Fund) 
Special Birthday of GARY RICH 
Penny and Jeff Feldman (Marcus Feldman Endowment Fund) 
Recovery of SIDNEY RICH 
Mr. and Mrs. David Hayman (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Allen and Gloria Molasky (William, Dorothy & Jerome Molasky Memo- 
rial Fund) 
Special Birthdays of ALICE and SAM RIEZMAN 
Marion and Barney Lebowitz (Dr. Sam Schneider Enterostomy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fish Rosenthal (Jack Aaron Lyss Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of SAM RIEZMAN 
Hortense Goodman (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation Oncology) 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Jasper (Dorothy Jasper-Rita Polinsky Memorial 
Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Justin Kraner (Dr. Milton Meyerhardt Scholarship Fund) 
Fran and Erwin Lerner 
Les and Gloria Portnoy (Ruth Portnoy Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Slosberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wolf heim (Nancy & Richard Wolf heim Fund) 
Birthday of JOHN J. ROOS 
Rosemary Roos (Selma K. Roos Fund) 
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 In Appreciation of RABBI JOSEPH ROSENBLOOM 
Gwen Bernstein (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. RICHARD ROSENTHAL 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of DAVID ROSS 
Judge and Mrs. Robert Cohen (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Birthday of GRAYCE ROSS 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Good Health of PEGGY ROSS 
Kay and Arthur Loomstein (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Recovery of NANCY RUBIN 
Betsy Mehlman (Rose and Sam Feldman Memorial Fund) 
Birthday of BLANCHE RUBINSTEIN 
Dr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Sale, Jr. (Dr. Llewellyn Sale, Sr. Memorial 
Fund) 
Graduation of LILI SACHAR 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Laba (Earl Susman Fund) 
 New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. SYLVAN SANDLER 
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Hulbert (Anita Ellyn Hulbert Memorial Fund) 
New Office Opening of ANTHONY SANSONE 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Cherry (Marilyn Fixman Cancer Center) 
Recovery of ROSALIE SCALLET 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen 
Lois Levin (Cancer Research Fund) 
Bernice and Leonard Wiedershine 
 Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. GORDON SCHERCK, JR. 
Elliot Stein (Mary Ann & Elliot Stein Endowment Fund) 
Marriage of MR. and MRS. ROY SCHIFFER 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Goldberg (Hermann & Erna Deutsch Cardiovascular 
Research Fund) 
Anniversary of MR. and MRS. GIDEON SCHILLER 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Bert Baer (Mr. & Mrs. F.B. Baer Endowment Fund) 
Bernard and Irma Gerchen 
 Special Birthday of DORIS SCHNEIDER 
Marion Goldblum (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
New Great Grandson of DORIS SCHNEIDER 
Marion Goldblum (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
 Special Birthday of DR. ELLIOT SCHNEIDER 
Dr. and Mrs. Sandford Goffstein (Ben and Marilyn Fixman Cancer Re- 
search Fund) 
Good Health of GRACE SCHNEIDER 
Mary Margolies and Mark (Carol Kaufman Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of HARVEY SCHNEIDER 
TheRatkins 
Happy Mother's Day to ROSE SCHNEIDER 
Janis,   Aimee,   Val   and   Adam   Kornblet   (Marilyn   Fixman  Cancer 
Center) 
Recovery of LIL SCHOENFELD 
Edith Gad (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of Father of MR. and MRS. JOEL SCHRAIER 
Bette and Ron Abeles 
Speedy Recovery of FRIEDA SCHRAMM 
Marilyn Zimbalist 
 Marriage of Son of MR. and MRS. MICHAEL SEARLES 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Shaikewitz (Heart Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of RAE SENTURIA 
Esther Blumof f 
 New Grandchild of MR. and MRS. JEROME SHAINMAN 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Bar Mitzvah of ADAM SHAPIRO 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
New Grandson of MR. and MRS. PAUL SHATZ 
Eleanor Brin (Irving Brin Cancer Research Fund) 
Graduation of TOBY SHEAR 
Charles   and   Gail   Eisenkramer   (Charles   &   Evelyn   Eisenkramer 
Cancer Fund) 
Recovery of SUE SHEPARD 
Kay and Arthur Loomstein (Breast Cancer Research Fund) 
Happy Mother's Day to MRS. BEN SHIFRIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Shif rin (Ben L. Shif rin Endowment Fund) 
Special Birthday of ROBERT SHIFRIN 
Mr. and Mrs. William Eiseman, Jr. 
Mrs. Eugene Schweig, Jr. (Eugene Schweig, Jr. Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
  New Grandchildren of MR. and MRS. RALPH SILVERSMITH 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cohen  (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Special Birthday of JOHN E. SIMON 
Mr. and Mrs. John Levy (Simon Faculty Development Fund) 
Mrs. Herbert Schiele (John & Adaline Simon Fund) 
Philip and Edna Steiner (Theodore & Edna Samuels Fund) 
Florence Stern 
Richard Turner (John & Adaline Simon Faculty Development Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of VEBA SIMPSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Korn (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Marcia Shapiro (Harry and Nancy Shapiro Scholarship Fund) 
Success of SHERRY SINGER 
Geri Rothman (Geri Jaffe Rothman Breast Cancer Fund) 
Special Anniversary of DR. and MRS. RICHARD SISSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hearsh (Cancer Research Fund) 
 Special Birthday of ADELE SMITH 
Ethyle Weinstein (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
 Long Membership in Phi Delta Epsilon of DR. SAMUEL SOULE 
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Fleishman (Dr. Samuel Soule Research Fund) 
 Speedy Recovery of BUDDY SFETNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Fischel Rosenthal (Jack Aaron Lyss Cancer Research 
Fund) 
Graduation of Son of MR. and MRS. JERRY SPITZER 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lux (Gordon & Marjorie Scherck Endowment Fund) 
Recovery of RUTH STEELE 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch (Jacqueline Hirsch Brown Memorial Fund) 
Special Birthday of JOSEPH STEINBACH 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab (Mr. & Mrs. Harry Milton Endowment 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Fuller Glaser (Corrine, Joseph & Fuller Glaser Re- 
search Fund) 
Honors Received by DR. FRANZ STEINBERG 
Michael and Helen Drazen (Rehabilitation Chronic Division Research) 
 Retirement of DR. FRANZ STEINBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Mann (Rehabilitation Chronic Division Research 
Fund) 
In Appreciation of DR. RONALD STRICKLER 
Greg, Mary Jane and Erin Baker (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
 Becoming Full Professor of DR. RONALD STRICKLER 
Ed and Barbara Buchholz (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
Recovery of DR. HERBERT SUNSHINE 
Dr. and Mrs. I.D. Newmark 
Graduation of Grandson of MR. and MRS. IRVING SUSMAN 
Mrs. Louis Lippe (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Mildred Spiegel (Harold Zager Blood Research Fund) 
Recovery of NATHAN TABACHNICK 
Emily Huber (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
Recovery of TOBY TAXMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Tucker (Sanford Gad Hospice Fund) 
Birthday of BEVERLY TURNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
 Good Health of MRS. BLANCHE TURNER 
Mr.  and Mrs. Samuel Cohen  (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Birthday and Recovery of PEARL UNELL 
Mrs. David Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
New Openings of MR. and MRS. LEE WAGMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Schonwald 
Dr.   and   Mrs.   Hal   Sitrin   (Robert   A.   Rosenbaum   Fund   for 
Opthalmology) 
Opening of New Gallery of MRS. LEE WAGMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter 
Special Birthday of MURRY WALDERMAN 
Stan and Barbara Feldman (Marcus A. Feldman Endowment Fund) 
Special Birthday of MRS. MILLARD WALDHEIM 
(Contributions are for the Millard A. Waldheim Department of Surg 
ery Fund 
unless otherwise noted). 
Mrs. Irvin Bettman 
Mrs. Harry Franc (Harry L. Franc Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greensf elder 
Mrs. J.A.Jacobs 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Langsdorf (Langsdorf Fund for New Americans) 
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 Special Birthday of MBS. MILLABD WALDHEIM 
Sam and Ellen Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Levi 
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Levy 
Mrs. Benjamin Loeb 
Mrs. Harry Loeb 
Mrs. Morton Meyer (Dr. Llewellyn Sale, Sr. Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Putzel 
Mrs. Herbert Schiele 
Mrs. Edward Sohweich 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Soule 
Mrs. A. Ernest Stein 
In Appreciation of DB. and MBS. ALAN WASSEBMAN 
Greg, Mary Jane, and Erin Baker (Invitro Fertilization Program) 
Marriage of MB. and MBS. DAVID WEBEB 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Sharon (Milton Kravitz Heart Besearch Fund) 
 Becovery of DAVE WEIL 
Mrs. Dudley J. Cohen (Breast Cancer Fund) 
Ellen and Jack Deutsch (Hermann & Erna Deutsch Cardiovascular 
Fund) 
Pearl Goldstein (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Sara Lass (Letty Korn Breast Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Research Fund) 
Lenora and Alvin Sachar (Jeanette Spector Nursing Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Serkes (Dr. William Peck Besearch Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. J.E. Sigolof f 
Special Birthday of MBS. MEYEB WEIL 
(Contributions are for the Meyer & Ethel Weil Otolaryngology Equip- 
ment Fund 
unless otherwise noted). 
Paul and Nathalie Berwald 
Mrs. Myron Fisher 
Mrs. Samuel Freund 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Freund 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Gittelman 
Mrs. B.Y. Glassberg 
Zelda and Sonny Harris 
Mrs. Melvin Hilb 
Mrs. Louis Karpf 
Pat, Lois, and Paul Kennedy 
Joyce Lang & Family 
Mrs. Maurice Lasky 
Hazel Loewenwarter 
Mrs. A.M. Manlin 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Nuell 
Mrs. Max Bedler 
Zelda Bobbins 
Henrietta Roth and Mildred Gans 
Victor and Helen Schulein 
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Shapiro 
Mrs. Bert Stampfer 
Mrs. Norman Tobias 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wolf 
Becovery of KELLY WEIL 
Nita Pass (Carl Pass Diabetic Besearch Fund) 
New Home of MB. and MBS. MEYEB WEIL 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Freund (Ethel & Meyer Weil Equipment Fund) 
Marriage of MB. and MBS. ROBERT WEIL 
Alma Karpf (Louis & Alma Karpf Emphysema Research Fund) 
 Special Anniversary of MB. and MBS. IBV WEINBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Abrams (Joseph Abrams Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abrams & Family (Joseph Abrams Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Handelman (Frieda & Lester Handelman Cardiol- 
ogy Fund) 
Special Birthday of NANCY WEINBEICH 
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Rosen (Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Anniversary of MR. and MRS. E. B. WEINSTEIN 
Ethyle Weinstein (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Birthday of ETHYLE WEINSTEIN 
Irene Minkof f (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Irene S. Rubin (Shirley W. Cohen School of Nursing Fund) 
Speedy Recovery of GAIL WEINSTEIN 
Richard and Sandra Hitt (Roland Hitt Cancer Research Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
 Anniversary of MB. and MBS. BOBEBT WEINSTOCK 
Sylvan and Celia Jo Agatstein 
Special Birthday of IDA WEISS 
Buth and Lester Friedman 
Barry and Louise Mandel 
Becovery of JUDY WELTMAN 
Susie and Bob Bernstein (William, Dorothy & Jerome Molasky Memo- 
rial Fund) 
Fond Farewell of DEBBIE WISEB 
Jewish Hospital Social Work Staff (Mary McKeever Memorial Fund) 
Special Birthday of SIDNEY WOLF 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Becovery of MABSHA WOLFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Hamburg (Cancer Besearch Fund) 
Speedy Becovery of SAUL WOLFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Toder (Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wiseman 
Speedy Becovery JEBBY WOLFSFELD 
Mr. and Mrs Alex Chackes (Milton E. Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Chod (Cancer Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schwartzman (Adolph Saf ron Cancer Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Sher (Cancer Research Fund) 
Becovery of ETHEL WOLFSON 
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Aronberg (Aronberg Lectureship in Urology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Bank 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Foster 
Pearl Goldstein (Ely and Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Horwitz 
Roz and Ben Kessler (Samuel Kessler Hematology Research Fund) 
Carolyn Kutten 
Mrs. Charles S. Rice (Beany and Harry Tenenbaum Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Steinbach (Nathan and Sadye Mathes Special 
Fund) 
John and Jane Weiss (Saul & Rebecca Rubin Cancer Research Fund) 
Special Birthday of SAM WOOL 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Altman (Milton Kravitz Heart Research Fund) 
Birthday of DR. KENNETH WOOLSEY 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Happy Mother's Day to MBS. LUBA WOOLSEY 
Edna Malen (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Woman of the Year Award of MAVIS WEIGHT 
Eloise DeLap (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
Marriage of MR. and MRS. M. RICHARD WYMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Rosenthal 
Nancy Bry and Bichard Lewin  (Lisa Bry-James Dreyer Memorial 
Fund) 
Special Birthday of MBS. IBWIN YABE 
Alma Karpf (Louis & Alma Karpf Emphysema Fund) 
Happy Occasions of MR. and MRS. AUBBEY YAWITZ 
Beattie and Joe Rothberg 
Good Health of MB. and MBS. ISADOBE ZIGLEB 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cohen (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Research 
Fund) 
Recovery of ISADORE ZIGLEB 
Emily Huber (LaVera Ryder Nurses Loan Fund) 
 New Granddaughter of MR. and MRS. ISADORE ZIGLER 
Charlotte and Ralph Sherberg (Arnold Goodman Fund for Radiation 
Oncology) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spewak (Heart Research Fund) 
Birthday of JAY ZIMMERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Prince (Elaine Seldin Kornblum Home Care En- 
dowment Fund) 
New Openings of MB. and MRS. MARK ZORENSKY 
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lauter (Ann Morris Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Schonwald 
Birth of Son of DR. and MBS. JEFF ZUKE 
Dr. and Mrs. Bandy Hammer (Ely & Mary Goldstein Nursing Scholar- 
ship Fund) 
Award Received by VIVIAN ZWICK 
Sylvia Cohen (Jackie Sue Margulis Liver Besearch Fund) 








AUGUST 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 
Smoking Cessation Classes to help smokers kick the habit through the use of nicotine 
gum and behavior modification techniques begin each Saturday, and meet on six more 
weeknights; call 454-8188. 
AUGUST 3 
Parkinson's Education Program (PEP) features Ruth Oakes, Ph.D., to present "Caregiver 
Burnout". 2-4 p.m. Jewish Hospital Steinberg Amphitheater; open to the public at no charge. 
Call 454-7130. 
AUGUST 6, 13, 20, 27 
The Rehabilitation Support Group for patients going through rehabilitation for stroke, 
head and neck, and back injuries, and their families; 4 to 5 p.m. in the Rehabilitation Confer- 
ence Room; call Jean Hamlin, 454-7759 for more information. 
AUGUST 7 
Cancer Support Group for patients and their families; each session will focus on the cur- 
rent concerns and questions of the participants; open to the public at no charge, 7 p.m., 
Oncology Lounge—4th Floor; call 454-7463 or 454-7040 for more information. 
AUGUST 11 
Super Sibling Program for children ages 2-1/2 to six and their parents during the third 
trimester of pregnancy to help the family adjust to the expected baby; 10 to 11:30 a.m.; 
by reservation only, call 454-7130. 
AUGUST 13 
Grandparents Refresher Course for expectant grandparents to learn the newest tech- 
niques in infant care; 10 a.m. to 12 noon; by reservation only, call 454-7130. 
SEPTEMBER 3, 10, 17, 24 
The Rehabilitation Support Group for patients going through rehabilitation for stroke, 
head and neck, and back injuries, and their families; 4 to 5 p.m. in the Rehabilitation Confer- 
ence Room; call Jean Hamlin, 454-7759 for more information. 
SEPTEMBER 4 
Cancer Support Group for patients and their families; each session will focus on the cur- 
rent concerns and questions of the participants; open to the public at no charge, 7 p.m., 
Oncology Louge—4th Floor; call 454-7463 or 454-7040 for more information. 
SEPTEMBER 6, 13, 20, 27 
Smoking Cessation Classes to help smokers kick the habit through the use of nicotine 
gum and behavior modification techniques begin each Saturday, and meet on six more 
weeknights, call 454-8188. 
SEPTEMBER 8 
Super Sibling Program for children ages 2-1/2 to six and their parents during the third 
trimester of pregnancy to help the family adjust to the expected baby; 10 to 11:30 a.m.; 
by reservation only, call 454-7130. 
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